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" nm Is 0

-~rtd-wi~· ltnigglt to coptvrt tilt llllld of ,oct~ Thrcu;lt
JGUt.lt 1110remuts fore•g• clictotonhips oia to perpetuate t~ir llt'lldoa
cloctr11es. In our own country youth it exposed to tNit poison ..
cu
destroy our horcl·won liberties. Protectioo shovlcl, t..rlhn, come 1 rb
leoclint un iversities and colleges of Alntrica.

-.a

Rrgls College refuses to lllbKribt to the cloctri11e tltot "ocodcmk I •
cloroH may be used os o preten to teodl l)'llta!s 'Jrhlch d.tror all "*We proudly boast that we have always ta119ht aud '"" coat11111 to teach t
follow111g Clftd:
We bel~e in God.

We belieft ill the peno&al clig11ity of-.
We belief• tltot • • ltos nohii'Ol rights w~id cOIN fret~~ God R'4
fra• the state.
We o,. thertfore oppoSed to all fonns l1f dictvtonllip which art ~
on the totalitarlo11 phiiC»pliy that the "tobll IIICII" btloe;s to t
state.
We believe In tho sanctity of morrioge and ol the hom.- the Mile 111!1
of civilization.
We belie,.. in the natural right ol privgte proptrty, kt li\
I~
privote properly has its sociol obligahons.
We belieTe that Labor has aot 01111 rights Nt _.,igotlo&s.
We believe that Capitol ltos aot only nghts !Mit ob!Jgotica.

We 11111 rigorously opposed to all fona of -~·-pcnec;t "
intolerance b«ovse olnxt.
We belie.e that liberty is o socred tbiltg, IMit lUI low,
rtll•
liberty, i.s a sacred obligatioll.

•'lch

We belieYe in inculcating all the essential hbart... of ~ct Ocftl;oc•
roq and toke open and frank iuue with all laroAdJ ol
"democracy."
We believe, briefly, 1n tht teadtiags ol Omt, o•d we, t
m
tllot morality m&nt rt9ulott tht penoaol, fomily, ecOCOftUC, pc!i! •
oJid international lift of mett if civllimiiOII is to ec4
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HISTORICAL NOTE
HISTORY OF THE COLUGE
Regis College Is conducted under the auspices of the members of the
Jesuit Order Its foundation was laid as for bock as the pioneer days of 1877.
The College was authorized to confer degrees by Section I of on Act of March
28, 1899 ISesseon Lows of 1889, p. 121. J The College was incorporated on
November 27, 1893. On Apnl 19, 1921, the Articles of Incorporation were
amended so a~ to change the nome from "College of the Sacred Heart" to
"Regis College "
LOCATION IN DENVER
Regis College is situated in the northwestern section of Denver, the College campus forming o port of the northern city limits. The campus is located
between Lowell and Federal Boulevards on the west and east, and between 50th
and 52nd Avenues on the south and north, comprising more than eighteen city
blocks. The general level of the campus is higher than the surrounding property and thu~ commands o view of the fertile Clear Creek volley and the
majestic range of mountains which encircle Denver on the west and give it
distinction os the city of mountain and plain. The climate of Colorado Is justly
famous. Each year, studl!nts attend Regis who were unable to corry on their
school work elsewhere on account of ill health; but who here successfully corry
their studies while making a pcmnonent gain in health. The College Is served
by two automobile arteries and by bus No. 6.

CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION
1957
FIRST SESSION
Jun e 17 - Mon .............. ......... ..... ... .•..... Registration
June 18 - Tues.•........•........................... Classes begin
June 20 -Thurs....•. Lost day for delayed registration and change of cou~
July 4 - Thurs. . ........................................ Hohday
July 18- 19
Thurs.-Fri .............................. Examinations
SECOND SESSION
July 20 - Sot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Registration
July 22 - Mon. . .................................... Classes begin
Thurs. .. . , , , • .................... Assumption- Holiday
August 15
August 22... 2 3 - Thurs Fri. ...................•........ Examinations

1957-1958
September 17-21 -

Tues.-Sot. . ............. Freshman Days, beginning at
8:30 A.M. Tuesday
September 17- 19 - Tues.-Thurs. . . . . . . . . . Registration for Evening Division
September 19-20 - Thurs.-Frl .. Registration for all students except Freshmen
September 23
Mon. . .................. Day and Evening Classes begin
September 27 - Fri. .. Lost day for delayed reg istration ond change of courses
October 4 - Fri. . ............. Solemn Moss of the Holy Ghost- Holiday
November 1 - Fri. ... , . , ................ Feast of All Saints- Holiday
November 4 -8 - Mon.-Fri. ................. Mid-Semester Examinations
November 28-29 - Thurs.-Fri. .................. Thanksgiving Holidays
December 2 -6 - Mon.-Fri. ........ . .•. Senior Comprehensive Examinations
December 8 -Sun. . ................. Immaculate Conception- Holiday
December 20 - Fri.........• .... Christmas vocation begins after lost class
-
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1958
January 6 - Mon....•...•.•.•...•....••. Classes resume at 9 15 A.M
January 20- 24 - Mon.-Fri. .••.•.•..•......•.... Semester Examinations
January 24 - Fri. • • • . . • • • • . • • . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • •Fall Semester ends
January 27- 28 - Mon.-Tues.....•..••..••... Registration for day classtS
January 27-29 - Mon.-Wtd .............. Registration for evening classes
January 29 - Wed..•........ ............ ••....•• Dey Classes begin
February 3 - Mon .•......•...•.•.••..••.••.•. Evening Classes begin
February S - Wed.... Lost day for delayed registration and chonge 1n courses
February 22 - Sot.•••..•.•.•.....••.• Washington's Birthday- Holiday
March 24-28 - Mon.-Fri. .••.....•....• •• •• Mid-Semester Examinations
April 2-8 - Wed.-Tues.....••......•. Easter Recess begins after lost class
April 9 - Wed.•.••..••..•••.•.•...• • ... Classes resume at 9:15A.M
May S-9 - Mon.-Fri. ...•.•.......•• Senior Comprehensive Examinations
May 1S - Thurs. . ............ .. •.......... Ascension Dey- Holiday
May 22-28 - Thurs.-Wed. . ......•.......••..•• Semester Examinations
May 28 -Wed. . ..•••........•...•....••.•... Second Semester ends
May 30 - Fri.•......••............••..•... Memorial Dey- Holiday
June I - Sun. . ..•....•...•..•..••....••.•••••.•. Commencement

SUMMER SESSION

1958
FIRST SESSION
June 16 - Mon. • .••..••..•...••.•..•••..•..•...•.•.•• Registration
June 17 - Tues. . •.•.....••.............••..•••..... Classes begin
June 19 - Thurs..... Lost day for delayed registration and change of course
July 4 - Fri. ....••••..•......•..... , , .•..•..•.•.•....•.. Holiday
July 17-18 - Thurs.-Fri. . •.•...•....•..••••.....•..... Examinations

SECOND SESSION
July 19 -Sot. . •..••..........•...••..••...•.•.•.•... Registration
July 21 -Mon. • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • . . . • • • • • . . • • • • • ... Classes begin
August IS - Fri. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . • • Assumption- Holiday
August 21 - 22 - Thurs.- Fri. . .. . ..•..•.....•..•..••..••• Examinations

1958-1959
Tues.-Sot................ Freshman Days, begiMh:!'... ~t
8:30A.M., TuouuY
September 11-12 - Thurs.-Fri. • ..•...••. Registration except for Freshmen
September 9-11 - Tues.-Thurs. . .•...••••. Registration for evening classe-s
Septe mber IS - Mon. . ...•••.•.•••....•• Day and Even1ng Classes begin
September 19 - Fri. .. Lost day for delayed registration and change of courses
SeptemlHir 26 - Fri. • .•••...... Solemn Moss of the Holy Ghost- Holiday
November I -Sot. . .••••...•.•••....••.. Feast of All So1nts- Holiday
November 3-7 - Mon.-Fri. . •••. • ••.•..••.•• Mid-Semester Examinations
November 27'-28 - Thurs.-Fri. . .•....... . .• • •... Thanksgiving Holidays
September 9-13 -
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December 1- S - Mon. -Fri. . .......... Senior Comprehensive Examinations
O.CMtber 8 - Mon. . ..... . ... .•. .... Immaculate Conception- Holiday
December 19 - Fri. ............. Christmas vocation begins after lost class

1959
January S - Mon...................•.... Classes resume a t 9:15A.M.
Jonuory 19-23 - Mon.-Fri. . .................... Semester Examinations
January 23 - Fri...•...•.. .... ............. ...... Fall Semester ends
January 26- 27 - Mon.-Tues....••........... Registration for day classes
January 26- 28 - Mon.-Wed..... .. ...... . Registration for evening classes
January 28 -Wed ........•....... Doy classes for second semester begin
February 2 - Mon. . ..•........•.............•• Evening Classes begin
February 4 - Wed. . .. Lost doy for delayed registration ond chonge In courses
February 22 (23 ) - Mon..........•... Washington's Birthday - Holiday
March 18- 24 - Wed.-Tues......•... . ..... .. Mid-Semester Examinations
March 25-31 - Wed.-Tues. . .......... Easter recess begins after lost class
April 1 - Wed. • ...... ..••.....•........ Classes resume ot 9 15 A.M.
Moy 4-8 - Mon.-Fri ..•...... • . ... ... Senior Comprehensive Examinations
Moy 7 - Thurs. . ... ............ ... .. ...... Ascension Doy - Holiday
May 22- 28 - Wed.-Thurs. . ..................•• Semester Examinations
Mo y 28 - Thurs. . ..... .. .•.................. . . Second Semester ends
Moy 30 - Sot. . ..........•................ Memorial Doy - Holiday
Moy 31 - Sun. . .•.. . .........•................ Commencement Doy

SUMMER SESSION
1959
FIRST SESSION
June 1 S - Mon ....... .. ..... . ............. . ....... .. Regist ration
June 16 - Tues. . .........•....... ......... .......•. Classes begin
Juno 18 - Thurs..... Lost doy for delayed registration ond change of courses
July 4 - Sot... .... • ........................ .. ........... Holiday
July 16- 17 - Thurs.-Fri. ......•..•.................... Examinations
SECOND SESSION
July 18 - Sot. . .....•..•............................. Registration
July 20 - Mon. . ...........................•........ Classes begin
August 1S - Sot. . ..................•......... Assumption- Holiday
August 20-21 - Thurs.-Fri. . ....................•...... Examinations

;
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versities listed above for his formal training in E.nglneering. At the end of the
fifth year he shoJI receive his B.S. from Regis ond his Engineering degree from
St. Louis U. or Marquette U.
VI. Divisional Major Program, This program is for those students who
wish to obtain o brood knowledge of various fields, rather than a restricted
field of major ond minor program. Not more than fifteen semester hours may
be token in upper division work in ony one deportment nor less than six semester hoors. The toto! number of upper division hoors In the fields of his
choice ond ot the discretion of his advisor must total forty-two semester hours.
VII. Teocher Training Program. The objective of the education courses
is to provide preparation ond training for those who pion to teach in secondary
schools. The courses ore designed to give prospective teachers the principles
of education os bosed upon the Christian philosophy of life. Special attention
is given to the acquisition of knowledge of effective methods of teaching ond
to the requirements of university ond occnedlting agencies.
Vlll. Auoclate in Arta Degree. This is o cultural degree offered to men
ond women in evening classes. This curriculum affords majors in English or in
philosophy.
The objective of the program Is to present to the student who Is otherwise occupied during the doy the opportunity to pursue a four-year pion of
evening courses constituting o mojor ond o minor in general education.
IX. Associate in Science Degree, This is o vocational degree offered to
men ond women In evening classes. The curriculum affords majors in accountIng or in business administration.
The objective of the progrom is to present to the student who is otherwise occupied during the day the opportunity to pursue o four-year pion of
evening courses constituting o major and o minor In commerce and finance.
X. Pro- Profeasionol Progroma. These curricula hove for their objectives
the adequate preparation for admission to professional schools. They include:
pre-dentistry, pre-engineering, pre-low, pre-medicine. However, unless the
student has strong reasons for o minimum preparation, he should secure o
longer, brooder, ond deeper education before entering his chosen professional
school.
XI. Certificate In General Education. The objective of this program Is
afford men ond women students in evening classes the opportunity to secure
o two-yeor, bosic cultural education.
to

XII. Certificate in Commerce and Finance. The objective of this P~
grom is to afford men ond women students in evening classes the opportuntly
to secure o two-year, basic vocational training In business.

FACULTY AND STUDENT CLIENTELE
Regis College exists for the purpose of educating young ~n; women.
however, ore admitted to coorses offered in the Evening Classes. The college
is primarily intended for Catholic students but students of other religious beliefs who may wish to experience the J~suit system of education ore ~t
welcome. Courses in Religion ond porticlpotion in Catholic religious exerctses
ore obligatory for Catholic students and optional for non-Catholic students
Regis college is open to both resident and non-resident students. So~
whot limited facilities restrict the number of boarders who con be housed '"
the Iorge resident holls; suitable accommodations within the vicinity of the
campus ore available to additional students.
The college wishes to serve first and foremost Denver and the centrol
Rocky Mountain states. However in view of the foct that there ore SO few
Catholic colleges for men in the great territory between the Mississippi R!ver
and the Pacific Coast, It gladly offers Its facilities to students in this regf()ll.

Fonolly, Regis wishes to welcome those students from even greoter distances
who for reasons of heolth or westem environment seek on educotion "On the
Crest of the West."
The ro~ter of the foculty of Regis College Includes both members of the
Society of Jesus ond o number of corefully selected loy teochers. One of the
Important foctors which moke It possible to operote the college is found In the
controbuted services of the Jesuits. These contributed services ore supplemented
by ruitlon of the students, by donotlons, by bequests, ond by the income from o
limoted endowment.
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ADMINISTRATION
PRESIDENT
Richard F. Ryan, S.J., A.M., S.T.L.
DEAN
Louis G. Mottione, S.J., A.M., S.T L.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REV. RICHARD F. RYAN, S J
REV. LOUIS G. MATTIONE, S.J.
REV. JAMES R. EATOUGH, S.J
REV. WILLIAM F. HOUSER, S.J.
REV. WILLIAM H. STEINER, SJ.
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
REV. RICHARD F. RYAN, S.J ..... • .•............ • ...... .. .• Prtsident
REV. LOUIS G. MATTIONE, SJ . . .......... .. .. ................ Deon
REV. JOHN J. GIBBONS, S.J ......... . .. ......... ... .. . ... .. Registror
REV. WILLIAM F. HOUSER, S.J .•... • .... . ••.. ••. .. . •.. ••..• Treasurer
REV. WILLIAM H. STEINER, S.J.

. .... •• ... Supt. of BUJid.ngs ond Grounds

REV. FRANCIS J. MALECEK, S.J ...••..•......••...•..•.. OI'On of Men
REV. BERNARDS. KARST, S.J .••...•... . .•.. •. .. Director of Corroll Holl
REV. WALTER F. HARRIS, S.J ..........................•••• Choploin
MR. JOHN V. COYNE . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . Director of Evenmg Closses
REV. HAROLD L. STANSELL, S.J .•.•... Assistant Director of Evening Classes
MR. ADRIAN N. DORZWEILER ••........ , ••.... • .. . .... • •. Librorion

FACULTY COMMITTEES
The President of Regis College Is Ex OHicio o member of oil committe~.
ADMISSIONS AND DEGREES: The Deon, Choirmon; the Registrar; Rev. G M.
Tipton, S.J.; Rev. E. J. Trame, S.J.
LIBRARY : Mr. A. Dorzweiler, Choirmon; Rev. L. A. Bloomer, S.J.; Rev. L. F.
Cervantes, S.J.; Rev. M. S. Gross, S.J.; Rev. L. G. Mottlone, S.J.; Rev.
J. J. Quirk, S.J.; Rev. T. F. Singleton, S.J.
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES: The Deon, Choirmon; Rev. C. L. Bonnet, S.J.; Rev.
R. J. Boyle, S.J.; Rev. J. V. Downey, S.J.; Rev. J. A. Ryan, S J; Rev.
H. L. Stansell, S.J .
COMMITTEE ON STUDENT AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS : The Deon, Choirmon;
Rev. J. J. Gibbons, S.J.; Rev. W. F. Houser, S.J.; Mr. D. Kiene; Mr F. R.
VanValkenburg.
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STUDENT COUNSELING: Mr. F. R. VanValkenburg Chairman· the Dean · the
Regi~tror; Rev. H. L. Stansell, S.J .; Mr. J . V. CoY,e.
'
'
STUDENT LIFE: The Dean of Men, Chairman; Rev. B. S. Karst, S.J.; Rev. J .
Lyons, S.J.; Mr. Peter Rotor; Mr. F. R. VanValkenburg.
RANK AND TENURE: The Dean, Chairman; Rev. L. A. Bloomer, S.J.; Rev.
J A. Ryon, S.J; Rev. E J. Trame, S.J ; Mr. J. V. Coyne.
STUDENT HEALTH : Rev. B.S. Karst, S.J., Chairman; Rev. E. J. Trame, S.J.;
Brother J Renk, S.J.
FACULTY
Amato, John V., B.S., LL.B., R.A. . . .............. Lecturer In Accounting
Amundson Robert, Ph.D.
. ..... • •.............. Lecturer In Sociology
Boler, Charles J ., M A . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Instructor in History
B«hto!t, George Eric, M A ..•................ Assoc. Prof of Languages
Beyers, Floyd, Traffic Club of Denver .. .. •. •• .... Lecturer In Transportation
Bischofberger, Ferman ................... Lecturer In Soles Management
Bloomer, Louis A., S.J., M A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor of English
Boland, Robert, B.S., C P.A. ...... ............... Lecturer In Accounting
Bonnt.t Christian L , S J ., M A , Ph L., S T. L. . . . . . . Assoc. Prof. of Philosophy
Boyle, Robert R., S J , Ph.D
. . . . . . . . . •. ...... .. Instructor In English
Co.... y, Veronica E., M A . .......... .•........... .• Lecturer In Education
Cervantes. Lucius F., S.J., M .A ., PhD ...•••••... . Assoc. Prof. of Sociology
Coll1ns, Joseph J. S.J , M A. . ........•..... .. .. Instructor In Philosophy
Cordle, 0. M., C.P.A......................... .. Lecturer In Accounting
Coyne, John V., B.A., M. B.A. , , .... , , , . , ...... Assoc. Prof. of Bus. Admin.
Daly, Fred T., S.J., M.S ....•................ Asst. Prof. of Mathematics
Doly, John, B.S C., C.P.A. . . ................... . Lecturer In Accounting
Demorest, Steph n R., B.S ...................... Lecturer In Advertising
Downey, Joseph V., SJ ., M A, M.S......•........ . Assoc. Prof. of Physics
Flonogon, John A., M.A. . . ............•...... . Instructor in Psychology
Gochic, Louis, M.S ...•.... ... ........•....... .. Instructor In Chemistry
Golllgon, Gerold H., B.S., LL.B. ................. Lecturer In Business Low
Gilbert, Goil H., D.V.M. . . . ........•............... Lecturer In Speech
Gonzales, Joseph J ., M A. • ....................... .'Lecturer In English
Groen, Dorothea B., M A. . ............... . ....... Instructor In English
Gross, MarkS., S.J, M .A .................•..... Assoc. Prof. of English
Hecken, Henry p ., S.J ., M .A
............ .........•.. Prof of Physics
Hoffman, Marie M. M .A. . .......... •• .. Lecturer in Public Administration
Jolin, John J ., S.J., M .A., Ph.D. . .•.•...• Asst Prof. of Classical Languages
Karst, Bernard S., S.J , M A
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Asst. Prof. of Education
Kerins, Fronk, M A. . . . . •...................... Lecturer In Philosophy
Klempero, C. G., C.P.A .................•..... Lecturer In Accounting
Kiene, Donald A, M.A. . • . . . . . . . . .
• ..........•. Asst. Prof. In English
Klocker, Harry R., S.J., PhD . . . . . . .
. .•....... . Instructor in Philosophy
Kruger, Charles F., S.J, M.A., A.B.L.S. . . .....•... .. Asst. Prof. of Speech
Loughlin, Ann, B.A., LL.D. Hon . . . . .
. .... • ••. .... Lecturer In Sociology
L•tzau, Jerome F., M B.A ........... •. ...•.....•. Lecturer in Marketing
Malecek, Fronc•s J ., S J ., M A., S.T.L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Asst. Prof. of PhilosOphy
Moore, Harvey E., B.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor in Physical Education
Mullen, Edmund L., A.B., LL.B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lecturer In Bus. Admin .
Murphy, Jock, A.B .............................. Lecturer In Sta tistics
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McGraw, Peter P., B.S., C.P.A.................•.• lecturer In Accounting
Nicholson, Harry L., M.A .•••.........••.•. • ...... lecturer in Educotton
Ozog, Francis J, B.S., Ph.D.•..•••........•...•• Asst. Prof. of Chemistry
Quirk, John J , S.J ., M.A. •.•............. Asst. Prof. of Modem languages
Rachel, Anthony J., S.J., M.S. . . ... • . • •...•..• • ••.. Instructor in Physics
Rotor, Peter A., B.A., M.B.A•.............•.... Asst. Prof. In Bus. Admin.
Ryan, Joseph A., S.J., M.A• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • Professor of Accovnt•ng
Ryan, J D., LL B., C.P.A. . . • • . . .•.. • •..•....•. lecturer in Accounting
Schmitz, Vincent N., B.S., C.P.A . . . . • ...........•. lecturer in Accounting
Singleton, Thomas F., S.J., B.S. . . .
. . . . • • • . .As t. Prof. in Mothemotlcs
Smllonic, Wallace J., B S . . . • . . . . . . •.......... Instructor in Accounting
Stansell, Harold L., S.J., M.A., Ph.D....•...•.....•• Assoc. Prof. of Hi~tory
Stephens, Joseph P., C.P.A..•..•. . ..•.......•...• lecturer in Accounting
Sullivan, Mo~t Rev. Bernard J., S.J., M.A., LL.D., D.O.... Asst. Prof. of English
Sunderland, Joseph, M.S.C. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lecturer in Bus. Admin.
Teeling, John P., S.J ., M .A. ..••.•.................. Instructor in Engli>h
Tipton, George M., S.J., M.A., Ph.D...........••. Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry
Titus, Donald E., A.B ...•..•• . .•...........•... Instructor In Phy. Educ.
Trame, Elmer J., S.J., M.A., Ph.D. . . . . . ..........•...... Prof. of Biology
VanValkenburg, Fred R., M.A. • . . . . . . . . .......... Assoc. Prof. of History
VIllano, George, M.A. . ....•.•...... . ...... . •••• l ecturer In Psychology
Wager, Eliot, M.A...••.•.•...• .. .. . ... . ......• • .. Lecturer in English
Wagner, Stephen M., B.S., C.P.A. • . . . ........ • . Instructor In Accounting
Wiesner, Fred L., B.S., C.P.A..•....•..•....•.•... Instructor in EconomiCS
Wlntergolen, Edward H., S.J., M.A., M.S.C. . • . . . .Assoc. Prof. of Economics
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GENERAL INFORMATION
BUILDINGS
The college buildings ore located on o campus of ninety-five ceres.
Tile Admi~istrotion Building. The first building erected on the campus
was completed In 1887. The non-academic administrative offices co fete rio
and residence for the Jesuit faculty ore located here.
'
Loyolo Holl. This building was opened for occupancy in November, 1951.
It Is o modem structure housing the academic administrative offices classrooms
'
and the library.
De Smet Holl. The student activities building. In this building space Is
provided for student recreational facilities and offices for the Brown and Gold,
the student newspaper, ond other offices of student campus organizations.
Corroll Holl. The student resident buildmg. Single, well ventilated, steam
heated rooms ore available for college students. A modem residence building
erected in 1923.
The Gymnosium. This spacious building Is ovolloble for Indoor athletic,
intramural activities fo r ell students.
The Cho pel. Completed in 1949, the Chapel is available for st udent use
ot all times. Five hundred students ore accommodated easily In this building.
A new Student Center and Residence Hell will be erected In 1957.

LABORATORIES
The Biology, Chemistry, Physical Loborotories ore located in Correll Hall.
Necessary apparatus end supplies for undergraduate work ore supplied.

LIBRARY
The Regis College Library, one of the largest college libraries in the West,
contains approximately 65,000 volumes, end offers ample facilities for research
and study. It is open Mondoy thru Friday, except holidays, from 8:00 o.m.
until 9:30p.m., and on Saturday from 9:00 o.m. until 12:00 noon.
Regis students also hove access to two other campus l1brories. As o member of the Bibliographical Center For Research the rich resources of libraries
of the entire Rocky Mountain Region and mony Iorge eastern universities ore
mode available to faculty end students. The campus collection has ~~ further enriched by o special oct of Congress, which designated the Reg1s l1brory
os o depository for United States Government Documents.

SEISMIC OBSERVATORY
The Seismic Observatory was established in 1909. The instrument room
Is located in the Administration Building.
The Jesuit Seismological Association has sixteen stations in the United
States. All the stations depend on the Centra l Station, located ot St. Lou.s
University, St. Louis, Missouri. They exchange reports with practically all the
stations of the world engaged in seismological research. Through the courtesy
of "Science Service," Washington, D. C., the stations exchange telegrams
Immediately after Iorge quakes hove been rcgister.ed, i_n order to locate the lf
epicenters os early os possible. New electromagnetic se1smometcrs with photographic recording were Installed In 1946.
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ACCREDITATION
Regis College Is accredited by the North Central Association os o fouryear degree granting college. It is o member of the Association of American
Colleges. The College also holds membership in the American Council on
Education, the Jesuit Educational Association and the Notional Catholic Educational Association.
The evening division is also o member of the American Association of
Evening Colleges and Universities.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The College provides for and encourages o variety of student activities
and org:mizotions In so for os they promote wholasome entertainment and
experience, os well os the objectives of the College. All student activ1ties ore
under the supervision of the Dean of Men. Student orgoniz:ot.ons must secure
the approval of the Student Council for all meetings and programs.

ELIGIBILITY RULES
Student~ taking port in public collegiate performances or contests, aco·
demic or athletic, and those appointed to the staffs of the College publications
os well os all officers of student orgoniz:otions, ore subject to the following
eligibility rules:

They must hove passing grades in ot least twelve hours of credit in the
semester prior to the semester in which they wish to portlc:lpote.
Also their total credit in the two s.;mesters prior to the one in which they
wish to porllcipote must not be less than twenty-four semester hours. This
rule does not prevent Freshmen from porticlpotlon nor competition in activit ies.
Note: Any transfer student who posses in one semester and o summer
session o t- tal of twenty-four semester hours is eligible for varsity athletic
competition. They must not be under official c:ensure of any kind.

ALPHA DELTA GAMMA lOTA CHAPTER
The purpose of this fraternity is to unite congenial-minded Regis men in
o brotherhood of love and high respect; to develop the highest Christian ideals
of manhood among Its members; to foster the interests of Regis College among
its members and their fellow students; to organize and maintain on association
composed of oil Regis alumni; ond to actively support all functions of onv
other organized group at Regis insofar os said function is undertaken for the
benefit of Regis.

FORENSICS
The Regis Debating and Oratorical Society offers special opportunities for
development In the speec:h orts. In addition to regular practice sessions on the
c:ompus, inter-c:ollegiote debates and speech contests ore engaged in during
the school year. Regis is a mcmbo.r of the Colorado-Wyoming Forensic League,
on~ th'!s is associated in inter-c:ollegiote competition in speech with Denver
Um~ers1ty, Colorado University, Colorado State College, Colorado College of
A~nculture, Colorado College, Loretto Heights Colleg~"", and University of Wyo·
mmg.

UNITED STATES NATIONAL
STUDENTS ASSOC IATION <USNSA)
Regis College and Regis Evening Division were omong the very first
schools in the Northern Colorado Region to become members of the NSA. ThiS
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Association, notional organization of college ond university students performs
In this country the work of the lntemotionol Union of Students' ( IUS I in
Europe with the gr~t diff~rence thot its policies ore strictly non-political. Its
chief alms ore the mtegrot•on and advancement of student activities lmprove.mnt of student conditions, equality of educational opportunities ~nd lntercommun.cotion between the various member schools.
'

ALPHA KAPPA PSI FRATERNITY
Alpha Koppo Psi Frotemlty, Gamma S•gmo Chapter, was installed In the
Division of Commerce ond Finance on Apri I 20, 1954. The objectives of the
fraternity ore to further the Individual welfcre of its members; to foster scientific research in the field of commerce and finance.

THE BIOLOGY CLUB
The purpose of this organization is to promote interest In the biological
sciences. Membership Is limited to students who hove successfully completed
two semesters of Biology. Meetings ore held monthly ond include lectur • by
guest speakers, or reviews of current research by members, followed by discussion. The personnel of the Biology Deportment oct os moderators. Officers
ore elected by the club members.

THE DELTA SIGMA
The Delta Sigma Commerce Club wos founded ond incorporated under the
lows of the State of Colorado by Professor Everett S. Bailey's students In 1926.
TM purpose of the club Is to promote interest in commerciol subjects, ond olso,
to foster o spirit of good fellowship ond sportsmanship among its members.
Membership in Alpha chopter is limited to men Evening students who hove
successfully completed one semester of accounting. Membership In Beto
chapter is limited to women students who hove successfully completed one semester in o commercial course.

THE HISTORY CLUB
The members of the History Club ore students who ore convinced thot
Informal discussion of man's accomplishments in the post will serve the purpaso of supplementing their more formal academic training. Conc.-m also
over the problems which confront mon on the intemotionol level In our day,
brings students together In on effort to ocquolnt themselves with the complexities of international relations. Membership in the club Is op<>n to off
qualified students who display on active interest In the functions and activities
of the organization.

THE LITERATURE CLUB
This club has for its purpose the fostering of o love of the right type of
Intellectual enjoyment and the encouragement ond training of college men
who ore Interested in writing. Meetings ore held bi-monthly.
RHO CHI SIGMA
This orgonlzotion is composed prlnclpolly of those me.mbers who ore
affiliates of the American Chemical Society and who pion to motor In chemistry
Affiliation with the A.C.S. Is not essential, however, for membership In the
Rho Chi Sigma. Monthly meetings ore held ot which either the members or
Invited guest speakers discuss some phose of chemistry.
THE REGIS ORCHESTRA AND PEP BAND
An organization of student musicians ~ho enliven ond odd to the performances of the Regis Players, the Variety Club, student assemblies, ond
basketball games.
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THE REGIS PLAYERS

The dramatic club of Regis College. Ample opportunity for all phases of
dramatics, with four or more productions each year. The Club has ranked first
on several occasions in dramatic competition with other schools.
THE REGI S VARIETY CLUB

A medium for presenting stage talent in a yearly show of musical-comedy
type. The Club stages its shows early In the year for Denver, ond gives benefits
and other performances out-state. Radio ond TV outlets ore possible for the

best acts on local stations.
THE SODALITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY

The Sodality was founded almost four hundred years ago to Increase the
personal holiness of its members ond to train them in charitable work for others.
Plentiful opportunities ore afforded ot Regis for the attainment of this twofold purpose. Sodolists con conveniently attend doily Moss and frequent the
Sacraments, they con teach catechism to the Catholic students in public schools,
visit prisons and reform schools, collect funds ond clothes for the home ond
foreign missions, work for social and interracial justice, defend Christian morals
and dogmas when the Iotter ore attacked. Above all, they endeavor to acquire
a deep personal loyalty to Christ and His Mother, and inspire others to do the
some.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL

The Student Council comprises the elected representatives of the student
body at large, and representatives from each class and from each campus organization. It alms at strengthening relations between members of the student
body as o whole, between the students of the various classes and organizations,
and between the students and the administration of the College. The Council
encourages existing student activities and facilitates the development of new
ones, strives to discover student talent and to foster student initiative. Regis is
affiliated with the Notional Students' Association, the Notional Federation of
Catholic College Students, and the Joint Committee tor Student Action.
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The students of the College, under faculty supervision, issue two publications.
The BROWN AND GOLD is the student newspaper published semimonthly. This publication aims at on unbiased recording of current campus
activities.
The RANGER Is the illustrated yearbook published in May of each year.
This publication pictorially records campus activities and perpetuates college
acquaintances.
The faculty moderator of these publications selects the Editors-in-chief
and other ossistann. on the basis of merit ond interest in such work.

STUDENT LIFE
CHAPEL EXERCISES

On Friday morning at 9: 15 chapel exercises of a strictly religious chor-

octe~ ore held for all students in the College Chapel. All Catholic students ore

requtred to attend. Attendance on other days is optional.
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STUDENT RETREAT
Each year the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola ore given for the
students. Attendance ot the Retreat is obligatory for Catholic students. NonCatholic students ore Invited to attend.
DISCIPLINE
The educational 5)'5tem employed by the College includes, os one of its
ptOminent _features, the formation of character For this reason, the discipline,
<while cons1derote end largely o metter of student morale, is firm, especially
<when the good of the student body end the reputation of the institution ore
concerned. Matters of discipline ore supervised by the Dean of Men and the
Committee on Student Life. When the Interest of the student body demands, o
student who conducts himself contrary to the College standards of conduct
will be subject to disciplinary dismissal or suspension or he moy be placed on
disciplinary probation Whenever o student Is subjected to disciplinary action,
Immediate notice Is s.. nt to parents ond legal guardians.
Besides the professors end authorities of the College, to whom the student
moy hove recourse In the difficulties which moy beset him, o priest is appointed
to oct os o counselor to ony ond oil the students in whatever concerns their
<welfare, but above off in whet concerns their conscience and the formation of
character. There ore mony things which arise In the life of o young men ot
College in which he needs the advice of one who is experienced, and is ot the
some time ready to give o father's interest to the student. This need is supplied
by the Student Counselor.
RESIDENCE HALL
Resident students live in Correll Hell, o thoroughly modem building with
single rooms for seniors ond double rooms for other students. Running water
and built-in clothes closet ore provided In every room. The building contains
tiled shower rooms and lounge rooms. Students residing In Carroll Hall must
furnish bed linens, face end both towels clearly marked with the student's nome.
Other bedding is furnished by the College. Each room is furnished with o study
desk and book-rock.
Out-of-town students who ore Freshmen ore required to live in Carroll
Hall. All who live In Carroll Hoff must eot in the College cafeteria, and ore
billed to that purpose. Non-Denver students who reside off-campus ore under
the supervision of the Dean of Men ond the Committee on Housing; thus, they
may reside only In such boarding houses which ore listed and approved by the
Committee on Housing.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Students moy make application to the Employment Bureau for work which
tn,. College is oble to provide. It is understood that any funds so earned by
the student will be used Ill paying for tuition or board ond room.
Students w II be advised against taking employment of such o nature os
will prevent their doing satisfactory work in their courses. If o student accepts
employment for more than three hours on class days, he may be required. to
reduce the number of semester hours carried. No student should rely on outs1de
work during the school terms to pay oil expenses.
Students carrying programs in the Division of Science. particularly in
pre-medicine or Chemistry will be required to corry less than the usuo! number
of semester hours 1f ou~ide work in excess of twelve hours per week IS neces~ry.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
The College exercises supervision over the health of oil. students.. U~n
admission to the College oil students must undergo o phys1col e~QmlnoiiOn
during Freshmen days by our doctors. The record of this exomlnot10n will be
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kept on file. When necessary, appropriate advice will be given to the student,
ond parents or guardians will be Informed of ony serious defect.
Resident students, when Indisposed, ore expected to report their condition
either to the nurse or to one of the Prefects in the residence hall so that prompt
action moy be token.
Students referred to specialists for consultation, operation or treatment,
will be responsible for the payment of the physician's or surgeon's fee. If hospitalization is necessary, it is provided ot St. Anthony's, St. Joseph's or Men:y
Hospital. The student will be responsible for payment of the hospital bill.
Failure to poy personal indebtedness to physician, surgeon or hospital renders
the student ineligible for final examinations and receipt of o record of grades.
The Medical Fee for resident students entitles them to the use of the
infirmary, ordinary medication ond reasonable visitation by the school physician.
It does not Include special prescriptions, extraordinary medications or diets nor
prolonged stay in the Infirmary.
Advice given to students on oil health problems is governed by such
prudence as may be dictated by o thorough understanding of all the factors
affecting each individual case. Healthful habits of living ore encouraged In
the student's doily life by suggestions regarding hours of study and recreation,
diet, exercise and rest.
(The Student Health Service cannot spon.s or blood transfusions by students without explicit permission of parents or guardians.)
Every precaution Is token in the chemistry lobs. to provide for the safety
and well-being of students. Adequate instruction concerning the hazards involved ore given, and In some cases special equipment Is provided, such as
safety glosses for use in the Organic lobs. The College assumes no responsibility
for accidents, however, it expects the students who ore referred to physicians
or surgeons os o result of on occident to be fully responsible for payment of
fees.

PHYSICAl TRAINING
Although the physical well-being and training of the student ore of
secondary Importance in educational systems, inasmuch os they must be subordinated to mental and moral development, the college authorities never overlooked their relative place and value.
Colorado's climate offers excellent opportunities to encourage physical
fitness and mental alertness through healthful exercise. To this end Regis
College supports both on intramural and on Intercollegiate athletic program.
The intramural program Is comprehensive enough to offer the student
many opportunities for physical exercise, within the scope of his abilities and
interests. Organized programs ore conducted in touch football, softball, basketboll, skiing, golf, tennis, volleyball, bowling, and ping-pong.
The intercollegiate athletic program offers basketball and baseball as
major sports, tennis and golf as minor sports. These contests ore intended to
foster friendly and effective cooperation with schools the college meets CO!"petitively, to promote good sportsmanship, and to develop public oppreciot1on
of the educational values of athletics.
The Athletic: Boord of Regis College will pursue o realistic, common sense
policy in all matters pertaining to athletics and see that this policy is in accord
with the best traditional Jesuit Educational principles and practices and that
this policy Is in accord with the financial position and educotional status of
Regis College and In accord with the athletic code of the North Centro! Association.
THE GEO. TIPTON FAMILY LOAN FUND
Through the generosity of the Geo. Tipton family o Student Loon Fund is
available ot Regis College. This fund may be used by students of the ~allege
for the payment of fees and tuit ion. A small interest Is charged on th1s loon,
and the student must make return payment of loon at o specified time. For
further information contact the Office of the Treasurer.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

An~e who would be interested in providing o portio! or permanent
scholarship for o n edy student should contact the President or the Treasurer's
Office ot Regis College.

Through tN> generosity of friends, the College is able to offer o certain
number of portio! Khalorships to graduates of the parochial and public schools
of Denver and vicinity. These scholarships entitle the holders to on oword of
$600.00 ($150.00 each year), provided he is o day student, and $800.00
1$200.00 each yeorl If he is o resident student, toward payment of tuition.
Holders of scholarships, however awarded to them, must meet the following requirements:
I. A general averoge of B in each semester's work with no conditions and

no failures, must be maintained.

2. A scholarship covers tuition only and does not excuse the holder from
the payment of other fees.
3. The privileges of o scholarship may be withdrawn at ony time by
reason of unworthy conduct.
4. These privileges ore also forfeited by non-use, and they may not be
transferred by the original holder to another, nor resumed ot will after hoving
been relinquished by withdrawal.
5. Renewal of scholarship each semester is contingent on holder's scholastic standing and conduct.
Regis College has been able to grant portio! scholarships through funds
given by various anonymous donors, also by Rev. Jos. Desaulniers, the sisters
and heirs of Eugene Henry Rourke, Mrs. Cecelia K. Scholl, Mrs. Catherine
Word, friends of Rev. A. W. Forstoll.

THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS SCHOLARSHIP
Through the generosity of the Denver Council No. 539 of the Knights of
Columbus a four-year scholarship to Regis College Is to be awarded annually
to one high school boy in the local area who ronks in thc upper third of the
mole members of his class. Application is to be mode to the Knights of Columbus.

THE FATHER PANTANELLA MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

On December 24 1930 The John K and Catherine S. Mullen Benevolent
Corporation estobli .hed o pe'rpetuol Scholarship Fund in memory of. Reverend
Dominic Pontonello, S.J., by donating the sum of $15,000.00 to Reg1s College.
The annual income from this Fund, $600 00, is to be ovollobl~ to needy ond
~eserving students and Is to be applied on the expense of tuition. By estobhshing the Father Pontonella Memorial Scholarship Fund, the he1rs of Mr. and
Mrs. John K. Mullen hove most generously provided for four needy and deserving students ot Regis College in perpetuity.

PRIZE AWARDS
lnter-Collegloto English Prise . A purse of $100.00 is offered. yearly by
Mr. D. F. Bremmer, of Chicago, for excellence in English essay wntmg. The
purse Is open to competition a mong t he students of tho Jesui t Colleges of the
Mid-West.
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lnter-Collegiote Latin Prise. A cosh prize Is given eoch year by the Very
Reverend Fathers Provincial of the Missouri ond Chicogo Provinces of the
Society of Jesu~ to the winner of o Latin contest participated In by students in
the colleges of the Missouri ond Chicago Provinces.
The Compion Physics Award. The late John F. Campion of Denver, Colorado, founded this oword for the best es:.oy in Physics.
The Mary J. Ryan Memorial Award. This oword is awarded onnuolly for
the best work in the first yeor of Accounting.
Tho Closs of 1929 Biology Award. This oword wos founded by the members of the graduating class of 1929 for the best essoy in Biology.
Tho Archbishop Vehr Award. His Excellency, Most Rev Urban J. Vehr,
D.O., donates this oword for the best essoy on Promotion of Catholic Thought
ond Catholic Action In America.
Tho A. W. Forstall Award. This oword in Anolytlcol Chemistry hos been
presented by friends of Father A. W. Forstoll, S.J ., to memorialize the work
done by him In Chemistry ond Science.
Woll Street Journal Award. This oword is given for ouhtonding scholorship in the field of Business Administration.
Colorado Society of Certified Public Acc:ountonts. This oword is given to
o groduoting senior maJoring in Accounting who hos the highest overage grode
Tho Paul V. Pottridge Award. This oword is given to o graduating senior
maJoring in the Field of Bus.ness with the highest overage grodo over o period
of four years ot Regis College.
The Carlton J . H. Hayes Award. This award Is bestowed on the student
who hos done outstanding work in the study of History ond who hos been o
leader in activities sponsored by the Deportment of History.
Tho Alpha Kappo Psi Scholarship Award. Mode onnuolly to the mole
senior student of the Division of Commerce ond Finance who possesses the
highest scholastic overage for three years of work ot Regis.
Tho Josep h A. Ryan Award. This oword is g1ven annually by the Beta
Sorority Chapter of the Delta Sigma Fraternity in recognition of the work done
In Accounting by Father Jos. A. Ryan, S.J., ond is presented for the best
achievement by o woman student in the evening business courses.

TUITION AND FEES
Student must poy tui tion and oil o ther fees ond charges for the semester
ot time of registration. All remittances should be mode poyoble to "Regis College."
The minimum charge for o student taking seventeen semester hours ond
residing on campus is approximately $587.00 per semester· for non-boarding
students approximately $267.00 per semester. These cho,'ges will vary with
the laboratory fees for science courses ond with ony change In semester hours.
Textbooks must be paid for ot time of purchase; the cost vor,es according to
courses pursued, I.e., between $40.00 ond $60.00.
Students who reside on campus will toke their meals on campus. For
those students who reside on campus o $25.00 room deposit is required. This
deposit must be paid when the student is accepted. The deposit is refundable
to poren.ts two weeks ofter room is permanently vocoted by student, less ony
charges mcurred for domoge to room or building.
Students who cannot poy their account in full ot the time of registration
moy make the following arrangements with the Treasurer's Office:
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A minimum of $197.00 for boording students ond $91.00 for
non-boarding students must be paid ot the time of reglstrotion.
2. Before o student will be permitted to attend ony class on agreement
must be signed by the student os outlined below. Where the student
is under 21 years of oge, his parents or guardians must olso s.ign.
o. After deducting initio! payment, one-holf of remo.ning bolonce is
to be pold on or before the end of the sixth week of clo5S in thot
semester.
b. The remaining bolonce of the SE;mester's charges to be poid on or
before the end of the twelfth (12th) week of class in that semester.
3. There will be o five dollar 1$5.00) fcc for the above Installment pion
arrangement.
In case o student withdraws from the college within the first seven doys
of the quarter o total refund of the tuition ond fees will be mode, except the
registration fee. After the first week of o semester the refund of the tuition
ond fees will be mode os follows: 60% up to three weeks, 40% between three
ond five weeks, 20% between five ond seven weeks; after which time no
refund will be mode.
No student moy toke o semester examination, regular or conditioned, or
receive ony degree, diploma, or statement of credits, until his financial accounts
ore sotisfoctorily settled.
Registration fee .•...•.................... • ...........•.. $ 2.00
Groduotion fee . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
Tuition, per semester hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 15.00
Activities fee, per semester . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.50
Private room and boord, per semester . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 360.00
Double room ond boord, per semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320.00
Physical examination fee for oil Freshmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00
2.50
Health service fee (pe r semester! . . . . . . ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Laboratory fee:
Chemistry ..... • ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·
Physics ...... • ......... ..... .................. · · · · ·
Biology ..................................... · · • · · · ·
English . • ...•.....................................
Miscroscope rental fee (per semester) ...•.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Science demonstration fee •............ . •....... • · · • · • · · ·
Conditional exam,notions, each . . . . . . .... · · · · · · · · · ·
Examrnotions token on doys not assigned, each .. · · · · · · · ·
lote registration fee ............. · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·
Change of registration fee ............. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
tRoom deposit (see preceding pogel . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · ·
Personal laundry Is cored for by the student ot his own

· ·· ··· •·
········
·····'··
·· ·•·· · ·
·· ·•·· · ·
expense.

15.00
12.00
12.00
5.00
5 .00
2.50
1.00

2.00
2 .00
1.00
25.00

(Boord ond room fees ore subject to chonge without notice, owing to
present uncertain conditions.)
••For those taking Sci. 10, 15.
tRoom clepeslts
to July I.

will be refunded, provided the Oeon Is notified of o change of pions prior

F"s wb)ect to c;honge without notlflc:otlon.
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
New students must moke application for admission to the Dean. They
must use the official Application for Admission, copies of which rnoy be obtained from the Deon. New students ore urged to enter their application
before June first.
AU oHiciol entrance records must be received ond approved by the Dean
not loter than September I.

SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS
The College requires for admission the satisfactory completion of o fouryear course in o secondary school approved by o recognized accrediting agency
or the equivalent of such o course. The major portion of the secondary school
course presented by o student for admission should be definitely correlated
with the curriculum to which he seeks admission.
All candidates for admission must offer fifteen units In acceptable subjects. No student will be admitted except on presentation of on official
transcript of credits from the high school lost attended. Credentials which ore
accepted for admission become the property of the College ond ore kept permanently on file.
The College reserves the right to refuse to admit ony student whose
preparatory work is of such o grade os to create doubt regarding his ability to
pursue college work successfully.
Applicants for admission who graduated In the lowest fourth of their
high school class may not be admitted to Regis College without special action
of the Committee on Admissions ond Degrees. In cose the Committee approves the admission of such on applicant, the applicant shall be placed on o
probationary status ond must do satisfactory college work within the period
assigned for his probation. The probation is o scholastic penalty ond Is not to
be understood os reflecting ony disciplinary action on tho port of the College.
The College reserves the right to determine the subjects ond course which the
student will toke during the period of his probation.

ADMISSION FROM HIGH SCHOOL
A candidate for admission shan ofu., nfteen acceptable units of credit
by certificate. A student moy present the following certificates.
1. A record showing groduotion from on approved high school.
2. A record showing graduation from o non-accredited high school. This
certificate will be accepted provisionally, conditioned by subsequent
work.

3. A record showing o minimum of fifteen acceptable units, even though
the student hos not been graduated, will be accepted provisionally as
above In 2.
A total of fifteen occeptoble units as follows:
English, 3 units.
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
History, 1 unit.
Loborotory Science, 1 unit.
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ADVANCED STANDING
Students ore admitted to odvonced standing on the presentation o f the
following credentials:
1. Record of high school units.
2

Officio! college transcript.

3. Evidence of honorable di$missol from the Institution lost attended.
4. Evidence of satisfactory scholarship, Such evidence is o C-grode over-

age in coui'St's token ot the first Institution. Ordinarily, no cou rse with
o grade of "0" will be transferred.

No student will be admitted to the College os o condldote for o degree
ofter the beginning of the first semester ot the Senior yeor.

REGISTRATION
FRESHMEN
Freshmen will be on the campus during three doys preceding the opening
of closses. These dotes ore specified In the colendor. The program for these
days, known os Freshman Week, will consist of aptitude ond placement tests
for guidance purposes, conferences with the Dean ond with advisers rela tive to
studies ond problems of college life, registration ond payment of fees. Lectures
ond tours to ocquoint Freshmen with the focllitles of the institution, various
student activities, health ond physico! education provisions, ond the Ideals ond
spirit of Regis College will be provided to Insure the proper induction into the
whole of college life.
All Freshmen Must Be Present for the Whole of Freshmen Week. Registrotion for the progrom must be mode between 8:00 ond 9:00 A.M. on the
morning of the first doy of Freshman doys, ot which time Instructions wlll be
given Those who foil to toke the tests ot the osslgned times will be required to
toke them loter ot o fee of $2.00 for eoch test.
CONDITIONAl REGISTRATION
In coses where oppffcotlon for admission Is mode so lote thot this Is not
possible, CONDITIONAL registration moy be permitted. In cose of such conditional registration oil officio! entrance records must be filed with the Deon
not loter thon two weeks after the regular registration doy, ond It shall be the
responsibility of the student to see thot th is Is done.
Students registering on ony other doy thon thot designated on the c:olendor
will be required to poy o lote registration fee of $2.00. No registration will be
permitted otter the second week of doss.
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION
After the first week of the semester, chonge of registration will be permitted with the consent of the Deon ond on the payment of o fee of one dollor
for eoch chonge thus mode. In cose the change Is mode upon the Initiative of
the College authorities no fee Is required.
Changes in registration must be mode officially In the Deon's office ond
mtl$t be approved by him. This apPlies to courses dropped, courses added, ond
changing from one course to another. No change In registration moy be mode
otter the second week of the semester. Students who drop o study without
permission will be marked F on the records, ond those who ore permitted ot
their own request to drop 0 course after attending the class for five weeks ~r
more will be given 0 grade of F o r W, depending upOi'l whether the student s
work is satisfactory or unsatisfactory ot the time of wlthd rowol.
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LATE AFTERNOON AND EVENING CLASSES
CO-EDUCATIONAL

PURPOSE
The late oftemoon and evening classes at Regis hove been arranged
especially for men and women who seek to advance In culture or self-betterment, but who ore engaged in business and other occupot1ons during the day.
Those who wish further education through college work tn the evening will
find o comprehensive program available. A separate catalog is issued each
semester to cover evening classes and may be obtained by request.
Evening classes ore on integral port of the College program. The standards
of academic ond professional achievement ore equivalent to those of the
regular day session.

ACCREDITATION
Regis College is acc redited by the North Central Association as a louryear degree granting college. It is o member of the Association of American
Colleges, American Council on Education, the Jesuit Educational Assoc1otion,
ond the Notional Catholic Educational Association. The evening division is
also o member of the American Association of Evening Colleges and UniverSities.

PROGRAMS- CURRICULUM
Certificates : Basic business education is available in o two-year evening
curriculum leading to o Certificate in Commerce ond Finance. Basic cultural
educotton Is ovolloble 1n o two-year eventng curriculum leading to o Ccrt1fieo~
in General Education.
Associate Degrees: The many eomest and ombit1ous
themselves of complete four-year programs of busine:os ond
leading to on Associate Degree by courses which emphasize
ness Administration, English, Philosophy, History, Sociology,

persons con avail
cultural education
Accounting, BusiPsychology.

Bachelor Degrees: If, after completing the 72 hours required for one of
tho Associate Degrees, the student wishes to continue his work toward o
Bachelor Degree he or she moy do so with the confidence that most of the
basic requirements for the Degree hove been fulf1lled, Regis College requires
128 semester hours of college credit for the Bachelor of Science Degree. These
requirements ore fully described in other sections of this catalog.

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
The teaching staff for evening classes ot Regis College includes o Iorge
proportion of the regular faculty members. In addition, o nurr.ber of succcssfu
business men and women teach courses in the f1elds 1n wh1ch they ore specially
t rained and ore working.

WHO MAY ENROLL
Students in the evening classes range in oge from seventeen to sixty-two
years. This indicates that oil adults in Denver and v1clnity may find something
of interest ond value to study.
High school graduates who present on occeptoble transcript of their
credits will be permitted to enroll. Persons who ore ot least twenty-one years
of o~e may~ on Individual approval, enroll without presenting any entrance
cred1ts, prov1ded they do not enter into o Certificate or Degree program. Persons. transferring from on accredited college must hove forwarded to the
Rcg1stror o complete official transcript from each college attended.
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VETERANS
Veterans ore eligible for training. All new veteran students and veterans
transferring to Regis should present Letters of Eligibility at registration. Veterans locking letters must pay one-third tuition when registering Information
regarding refund of this money may be obtained at registrat ion time.

SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
Regis cooperates fully with the Education Offices of Lowry Air Force Bose,
Fetzsimons Army Hospital, Air Force Finance Center and Buckley Air Bose.
~rvice men and women eligible for college training con contact their Education Offece or Regis directly for advice and assistance.
AUDITORS

Special students who ore not working for college credit may enroll with
the consent of the Director for one or more courses. Such students must give
evidence to the Director that they ore qualified to follow the courses with
profit to themselves ond will in no woy lower the educational level of the
group. No credit is allowed on the audit courses, and the cost of the course Is
the some whether token for credit or os on auditor.

FEES
Tuetion is $15.00 for each semester hour. Registration fee is $2.00. Late
registration fee Is $4.00.
Students must pay tuition charges and oil fees at time of registration.
Students who cannot pay their account in full at time of registration may make
the followeng arrangements with the Treasurer's Office:
A minimum payment of ten dollars, plus registration fee, must be
poed ot the time of registration.
2

Before o student will be permitted to attend ony class, on agreement
must be signed by the student (ond his parents or guardians In case
the student is under twenty-one ( 21 l years of agel to the following
effect:
lo) Clearly outlining the time ond amounts of future payments.
lbl That the total semester charges will be paid two weeks prior to
semester examinations.

3. If the student elects to pay his fees in installments on additionol
two-dollar 1$2.001 service charge will be mode.
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
THE COLUGI YEAR
The College year, running from the second week of September till the
first week In June, comprises thirty-four weeks, which ore dtvlded into two
semesters of seventeen weeks each. There is o Christmas and on Easter recess.
Legal holidays ond oil holydoys of obligation ore observed.

SUMMER SESSION
Each summer o summer session of ten weeks Is held beginning usually
the third week In June and ending the third week In August. A Iorge number
and variety of courses ore offered in fields leading to the Bachelor's degree.
The cool, pleasant summer weather of Colorado In the Western vocation lond
appeals to many who desire to combine school work with the opportunity to
relax In the surroundings both pleasant and healthful.

ATTENDANCE
Eoch student shall be held responsible for his absences in ony course by
the teacher of that course. It is understood thot oil work missed for absences
must be mode up Immediately after the period of absence, ond any test or
examination so missed moy or moy not be repeated In o special examination
ot the teacher's discretion. A fee will be charged for all late exorns.
Any student who has placed himself in danger of foiling o course through
absence from the course moy be reported by the teacher to the Deon's Office
for further action in his case.
No student or teacher will be required to file reports of absence in the
office of tho Dean, and no absence will be classified os •xcused or unexcused.
Justifiable absence will not be considered os exempting o student from any
work that o teacher moy deem necessary for receiving credit In o course. All
unfinished work due to absences Is the sole responsibility of the student.

AMOUNT OF WORK
The semester hour Is the unit or standard for computing the amount of o
student's work. A semester hour is defined os one lecture, recitation or doss
exercise, one hour in length per week, for one semester. Three hours of
laboratory work ore equivalent to one recitation hour. Two hours of preparation on the port of the student is expected for each hour of lecture or recitation.
Regular work for freshmen is seventeen hours per week. For oil others it
moy be from twelve to eighteen hours. No freshman moy register for more ~n
seventeen hours without special permission of the Dean unless he Is in the ftekl
of science.
'
In case of students of longer attendance, the Dean may grant permission
to toke more hours thon ore regularly allowed after the standing of the student
In each study of the semester Is examined ond found to be B or over in the
preceding semester.

GRADING SYSTEM
A student's scholarship rating In each of his subjects Is determined by the
combined results of examinations and class work. For purposes of convenience
In reporting, symbols ore used to indicate on instructor's evaluation of o student's work in his course.
"A" indicates not only high achievement but also on unusual degree of
intellectual Initiative.
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"B" indicates attainment above the overage.
"C" indicates work of medium or overage attainment.
"0" Indicates work of inferior quality, but passing.
"F" indicates failure.

CREDIT POINTS
A candidate for o degree must goin not only the number of credits required, but his work must reach o certain standard of excellence. In addition
to the 128 hours credit necessary for graduation, each student must eam ot
least 256 credit points.
No student will be advanced to candidacy for any collegiate degree whose
credit points do not equal twice the number of his semester hours ot the beginning of his lost semester.
For o grade of A in o given course, o student will receive four times as
many credit points os there ore hour credits In that course; for o grade of B,
three times os many credit points; for o grade of C, twice os many credit
points, for o grade of 0, os many credit points os there ore credit hours. For
example; o three-hou r course In which the student receives A gives 12 credit
points; B, 9 points; C, six points; D, merely three points.

EXAMINATIONS
I. In cases where o student claims knowledge of o given subJect for
which he cannot present official record of any kind, special examinations may
be given upon recommendations of the head of the deportment concemed and
with the approval of the Dean.

2. Examinations in oil subjects ore held at the close of the semester. The
rewlt of the semester examination, combined with the student's class work,
will determine his grade for the semester. Unexcused absence from the semester examinations counts os failure.
3. A condition due to failure to secure o passing grade In o semester
examination moy be removed by o supplementary examination. The supplementary examinations ore held during the first month of the succeeding
semester. They may not be deferred except with the consent of the Dean.
Conditions not removed before the beginning of the next regular semester
examinations automatically become failures. Removal of conditions by examination shall not entitle the student to o grade higher than D.

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Those students ore ranked as Sophomores who hove ot least twenty-four
credit hours and forty-eight points; Juniors, those who hove sixty c redit hou~
ond one hundred and twenty points; Seniors, those who hove ninety-two credet
hours and one hundred ond eighty-four points.

QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Wht'never o student's credit point overage foils below 2.00 he Is considered to be doing unsatisfactory work. Every student whose achievement Is
deemed to be unsatisfactory Is subject to such academic penalties os the Committee on Admissions and Degrees may see fit to Impose.
The following academic penalties ore In force ot Regis College :
I. Probotion. A Freshman whose credit point overage is below I .50
ond o Sophomore below 1 75 is placed on probotion for the following
academic year. The peri~ of probation shall be determined by the
Committee on Admissions ond Degrees.
2. Suspension. A student on probotion who foils to meet the conditions
of probotion is suspended. A student so suspended may not return
before the lapse of one academic year.
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3. Dismissol. A student Is dismissed for ocodemic deficiency if his record
is such os to give evidence thot he is unable to do college work.

REPORTS
Reports of scholarship end general progress ore sent to parents or
guardians ot every quarter. Semester grades ore determined by the result of
the semester exomlnotlon combined with the student's closs work during the
semester.
TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD
Students wishing transcript of record in order to transfer from this College
to another or for other purposes should rnoke early ond seosenoble opplicotion
for the some. No such statement will be mode out during the busy periods of
examination and registration. One transcript of record will be issued without
charge. A fee of one dollar is required for each odditionol copy.

COUNSELING SERVICE
Informal cooperation ond personal attention mork the relations of faculty
members of the College with students. Students ore urged to ovoil themselves
of the opportunities to discuss their closs work, their programs of study ond
other problems with their Instructors in the classrooms, about the campus, or in
faculty rooms ond offices.
At entrance eoch Freshmen is assigned to o class adviser. Assignments
ore mode on the basis of courses of study, vocational choices ond personal
Interests. Students of oil other classes will select their advisers At times
announced to the students, conferences ore to be held with advisers Midsemester grades ond semester grades ore issued to the students through the
class advisers. Students ore free to consult with their advisers concerning their
studies, employment, vocational choices, ond the more personal problems of
health, social life, ond character ond personality development.
Students moy consult with the Dean of the College at ony time. Deportment heods counsel in matters of studies the upper-division students majoring
In their respective deportment.
In addition to the counseling facilities described above, o Student Counselor for personal matters Is ovoiloble to the students.

DEGREES AND REQUIREMENTS

DEGREES
Regis College confers the Bachelor of Arts, the professional degree of
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, and the Bachelor of Science degrees with
concentration in any one of these five fields of knowledge: Language and
Literature, Social Science, Natvral Sciences ond Mothemotlcs, Philosophy and
Theology, and Commerce.

GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The general degree requirements for the Bachelor of Arts ond Bochelor
of Science degrees ore os follows:
1. The completion of 128 semester hours of acodemic work in which the
condidote hos eomed at least 256 quolity points. For groduotion o student
must hove o C or 2.0 overage '" the courses token so thot if he presents more
than 128 semester hours, he must also hove odd•tionol quolity points to correspond.
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2 . The completion of the prescribed lower-division courses:
Hrs.
English ...•.•....•....................•........ 12
Natural Sciences, Mathematics .....•................ 6-8
Europeon Civilization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Philosophy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
•Theology . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8
Physical Education . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 2
Expression . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2
••Modem Language . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 14
l..otin (for A.B. Degree) ........................... 16
•Not rtQUited of non-Catholics.
••lnclucllng high tchool work. Not required f<W those takino the Business Course.

Before being admitted to upper-division courses the student must hove
completed 60 semester hours of lower division work with on overage of C.
3. The completion of 30 semester hours in strictly upper-division courses
of which 18 hours of credit ore to be In one subject in the field of concentration ond 12 hours in related courses approved by the concentration adviser.
4. The completion of ot least 15 hours of credit in Philosophy, which
moy or may not be o port of the field of concentration which must Include
PI 20, 1 I 1 and I 12 or 1 I 4 ond 115, 125, 126, or their equivalents.
5. The completion of 8 semester hours of prescribed courses In Theology,
Including Th 145, Catholic Marriage.
6. The completion of twelve semester hours of upper division work in on
IM'Ireloted deportment.
7 In his Senior year the candidate for o degree must pass written ond
oral examinations covering the major in the field of concentration.

UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS
To provide organization, intensive work ond a comprehensive grasp of
somo one field of knowledge, ot the close of the Freshman year, or at the latest
by the end of the Sophomore year, each student must elect a field of concentration around which most of the work of the upper division will center. The
field of concentration consists of a major chosen with the approval of the
Chairman of the Division concerned, and a group of related courses to support
and strengthen the major field of study. The field of concentration must Include 30 semester hours of upper-division work, 18 hours to be given to the
mojor subject ond 12 hours to the related courses. Upper division courses
passed with a grade of "D" will not be accepted In fulfillment of the concentration requirements.
. Candidates for the A B. Degree must complete 16 semester hours of
striCtly collegiate latin.
All Catholic students must to ke Theology 145, Catholic Marriage, during
either their Junior or Senior year.
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
To afford on opportunity to students wishing to continue their work In
chemistry, either in graduate studies and research or in industrial fields, Regis
offers the curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science In Chemistry.
Th•s PTOgrom, which embodies oil of the suggestions of the American Ch~micol
Society, Is quite distinct from the liberal arts degree of Bachelor of Sc1ence,
wherein one may choose chemistry as his field of concentration. This program,
rather than the one leading to the liberal arts degree, is recommended to oil
who wish to enter graduate school for further work in chemist ry. For the requirements of this degree, consult the program given below, and the more
complete statement of the Chemistry Deportment.
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GRADUATION HONORS
A candidate for o degree who hos mode o quality-point overage of 3.0
groduot~ cum laude; one who hos mode on overage of 3.5 graduates mogno
cum laude; and one who has mode on overage of 3.8, summa cum laude.
HONO RS COURSES
To po ·rmit gifted and industrious students to realize more fully the possibiliti~ of upper-division work, o program of guided and independent study
under the nome of "Honors Courses" is offered.
The work will be restricted to the student's field of concentration, and
hcmce may not be undertaken until the Junior yeor A student who hos maintained on overage of B in his lower-division work with o quality-point index 3.5
In courses prerequisite to his major moy make application to the Committee on
Honors Courses for admission to Honors work during his lost two years.

If his oppiicotion is possed on favorably, he will consult with his major
advisor end pion the work of the coming semester, A syllabus in each course
in tho honors field will make possible the planning of o specific program. The
student will not be obliged to regular class attendance. He reports to his adviser once o week on the work accomplished and pions for the coming weekly
poerlod. At the end of the semester he tokes o comprehensive exominotlon In
the subject
A ~tudent who successfully completes his work of independent study will
receive his bachelor's degree with o special notation for the successful completion of Honors work.

BACHELOR. OF AR.TS
FRESHMAN
First Semester

Cre•N Hrs

Second Semester
Cted1t Hrs
Latin 2, 12 • . • . . . . . . . • . •
4
English 2 . . . . . • . . . . . . . • •
3
History 14 .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
3
Greek or Modem Language . . 3-4
Physical Education 2 . • . . • .
I
Theology 3 • . . . . . . . . . . • .
2

Lotin 1, II • . . . . . . . . . . . .
English 1 . . . . . • • . . . • . . • .
History 13 . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
Greek or Modem Language. .
Physical Education 1 . . . . . .
Orientation 32 . . . . . . • . . . .

4
3
3
3-4
1
2

latin 3, 13 . • • • . . • . . • . . .
Greek or Modern Language. .
Mothemotlcs or Scit nce . . . .
Spoeech 1 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English 80 or 82 . . . . . • . • .
Theology 10 . . • • . • . . • . . .

SOPHOMORE
Latin 4, 14 . • • . • . . • • . . . •
4
Greek or Modem Language ..
3
Mothemotlcs or Science . • . .
3-4
Philosophy 20 • • . • . . . . . • .
2
English 81 or 83 . . . . . . . . .
3
Theology 20 . . . . • . . . . . . .
2

4
3
3-4
3
3
2

JUNIOR
Philosophy Ill or 114 ..•..
Major end minor electives ...
Electives ...•............

3
6-9
3 ·5

Philosophy 112 or 115
Major ond minor electives...
Electives . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . .

3
6-9
3- 5

Philosophy 125 .•....•...
Major end minor electives ...
Electives .••••••.••.••.••

SENIOR
Philosophy 126 • . . . • . . . . .
3
Major end minor electives. . .
6-9
Electiv~ ..• , , • • . • . • . . . .
3-4

3
6-9
3-4
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
( Professiona l Degree)
FRESHMAN
Forst Semester

Credit Hra.

English I . . . . . . . • . . . • . . •
Chemistry I . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Mothemotacs I 3 . . . . . . . . .
Ha~tory 13 • . . . . • . . • . • . . .
Onentotion 32 . . . . . . . . . . .
Ph~icol Education I • . . . . .

Second Semester

Crodal Hrs

English 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chemistry 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mathematics 14 . . • . . . . . •
History 14 • . . . • . • . . . . . . .
Theology 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physical Education 2

3

4

5
3

2
I

3
4
5
3

2
1

SOPHOMORE
English 80 o r 82 .•.•.•...
Chcmi\try 13 , .•.••......
Ph~ics I .....•..•......
Mt 51 .......•.........
Philosophy 20 ....•......

3

English 81 or 83 .••.••...
Chemistry 14 ........... .
Physacs 2 .............. .
Mt 52 ................ .
Speech 1 •..•••..•.•••..

4
4
4
3

3
4
4
4

2

JUN IOR
Philosophy I II or I 14 ..•..
Chemistry 140 and 142 ..•.

3

German 1 •••••••••••.••

5
4

Theology ....•.•....•...

2

3

Philosophy 1 12 or I 15 .•.••
Chemistry 141 and 143 •.•.
Gennon 2 ............. .

5
4

1958-59 ond evon years
Chemistry 161 . . . . . . . . . . .
Theology .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

2
2

2
2

Chemistry 162
Theology 145

1957-58 a nd odd years
Chemistry 130 ...•.......

Chemistry 131 ...•••.....

4

4

SENIOR
Philosophy 125 ...•......

German 3 ............. .
Chemistry 144 •...•••....
Phys. or Moth..•.•...• .. .

3
3
3
3

Philosophy 126 ....•....•
Germa n 4 ...........••.
Chemistry 145 . . . . . . . . . . .
Phys. or Moth. . ..•...•.•.

3
3
2
3

1957-58 and odd years
Chemistry 130 . . • • • . . . . • •

4

Chemistry 131

4

1958- 59 and even years
Chemistry 161 • . . . . • • • . . •
Theology .. .. .. .. .. .. • ..

2
2

Chemistry 162
Theology 145

2
2

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE- Natural Science Major
(liberal Arts Degree)
!Note: Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree, who ore also preporang to enter medical school should follow the four-year program sugge~ted
for Premedics.)
'
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FRESHMAN
F lt$1 s.rr-ter

Second s.n-ter

Vedit HrL

English I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Mathematics I or I I . . . . . .
•Science .. . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
tHistory 13 . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Orientation 32 • • . . . . . . . . .
Physical Education I • . . . . .

Credot HrL

English 2 . . . . • • . • . . . • . . .
Mathematics I I, 31, or 40. .
•Science . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tHistory 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theology 3 . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Physical Education 2 . . . . . .
Speech I . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

3
3
4
3
2
I

3
3
4
3
2
1
2

SOPHOMORE
English 80 or 82 .•.......
Germon I ............. .
Theology I 0 ........... .
Major or Minor Prerequisites.

3
4
2

English 81 or 83 . . . . . • . . .
Germon 2 . . . . . • • • . . . . . .
Theology 20 . . . . . . . . . . .
Philosophy 20 . . . . . . . . . . .
Major or Minor Prerequisites.

6-8

3
4
2
3
4--6

JUNIOR
Philosophy Ill or 114 . . • . .
3
German 3 . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
3
Mojor or Minor Electives .... 10-12

Philosophy 112 or II 5 . . . . .
3
German 4 . . . . • . . . . . • . . .
3
Major or Minor Electives .... I (}-12

SENIOR
3
Philosophy 125 . . . . . . . . . .
Major or Minor Electives .... 10-12

Philosophy 126 . . . • . . . . .
3
Theology 145 • . . • • . . . . . .
2
Major or Minor Electives .... 8-10

•MoJors In Chemlstry1 Biology, or Physics should r119oster for the first yeor courw In their
respective field; Motnemotlc:s maJors should toke Physics.
tBiology majors should r1191ster for Chemistry I ond 2 In their first yeor Instead of for
History 13 and 11; the History should tMn be token during the Sophomore or J,..,lor
year.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ENGLISH, HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY

FRESHMAN
English 1 ..•............
History 13 ............. .
Mathematics or Science ... .
Modem Language ....... .
Physical Education I ..... .
Orientation 32 .......... .

3
3
3
4
1
2

English 2 •.........•....
History 14 ............. .
Mathematics or Science .•..
Modem Language .•......
Physical Education 2 ..... .
Theology 3 ..... ... .... ·

3

3
3
4
I
2

SOPHOMORE
English 80 or 82 ........ .
Sociology or Pol. Sci. . .... .
Modem Language ....••..
Speech 1 .........•.....
Electives .•.......•......
Theology I 0 ......•.....

3
3
3
2

4-6
2

English 81 or 83 ....... ·.
Sociology or Pol. Sci ...•.•
Modem Language .•... · ..
Philosophy 20 .......•...
Theology 20 ........... ·
Elective ... ...•..... · · · ·
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3
3
3

3
2
2-3

JUNIOR
Fnt Semntu

Credit Hrs.

Philosophy 111 or 114 . . . . .
Major ond minor electives. . .

3
12

Philosophy 125 ..•.•..•.•
Major ond minor electives ...

3
11

Second Semest«r

Cr~ol

Philosophy 112 or 115 .....
Mojor oncl minor electives. • .

H<1

3

ll

SENIOR
Philosophy 126 .•..•.....
Mojor ond minor electives ••.

3
II

BACHELOR. OF SCIENCE- Commerce Mojor
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FRESHMAN
Accounting Principles ..••. .
Mathematics of Accounting •.
Economic History •.•.•...•
Freshman English ...•.... .
Orientation 32 .......... .
Sptec:h 1 .............. .
Physical Education 1 ••••••

3
3

Accounting Principles •.•..•
Mothemotics of Accounting ••
Economic Resources ..••• • •
Freshman English .•...••••
Theology 3 ............ .
Physico! Education 2
Sociology or Pol. Sci. . ••.••

3

3
2
2
1

3
3
3

3
2
1

3

SOPHOMORE
lntennediote Accounting •••
•Bosic Accounting Review ••
Principles of Economics ....
Survey, English literature •.
Survey, Western Civilization.
Organizing, Financing
Business ••••••••••••••

Theology 10 ••••......•.

3
1

3
3
3

3
2

Advanced Accounting ••..•
• w ork Sheets,
Consolidations .•.••••••
Survey, English Literature ••.
Principles of Economics •.•.
Survey, Western Civilization.
Theology 20 ...•......•.
Philosophy 20 ..•.......•

3

2
3
3
3

2
3

ACCOUNTING CURRICULUM
JUNIOR

3
2
2

Pholosophy Ill or 114 .....
Cost Accounting •.....•.•.
Government Accounting ••••
Busines Low ••..•..•...••
Accounting Systems . ...•••
' Electives ............. ..

2
5

C.P.A. Review Problems • • . •
Income Tax Accounting • • • .
Auditing • . • • . • . • • • • . . • .
Philosophy 125 .. .. .. .. ..
Catholic Marriage . . . . . . . .
•Electives • . . . . . . . . • . . . • .

2
2
2
3
2
6

3

Philosophy 1 12 or 1 15
Cost Accounting .••.•••..•
Budgetary Accounting ••..•
Business Low •.•.•.•.•.••
Finonciol Statements •.••.•
Electives .•.•..••..••.•.•

3

2
2
3

2
5

SENIOR
C.P.A. Review Problems ••• ·
Income Tox Accounting • • • •
Auditing .•..•.•.. • • • · • • •
Philosophy 126 ......... ·
Electives ....•...• · · • • • · ·

Eothtr J11110t or S.010f electives mW include one course In English.
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2
2

2
3
7

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
JUNIOR
F'"' Somffi~r

Second Semester

Credit Hrs..

Phd~phy

3
3

Ill or 114
Business Low ••......... .
Marketmg •..•. •..•.....
•Electives ......... •...•.

3
8

Investments ..• ..........
Philo$ophy 125 •.........
Catholic Marriage ....... .
Corporation Finance ...... .
"Electives ......•........

3
3
2
3
8

Cred•t Hr$.

Phil0$0phy 112 or 115 . • . . .
Sales Management . . • . . . . .
Industrial Management . . . .
Business Low . . . . . . . • . . . .
• Electives • . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

3
3
3
3
5

SENIOR
Personnel Management ...•
Philosophy 126 ......... .
Business Management
and Control .......... .
*Electives ..•....•.......

3
3

3
8

•Elective houra must be used to build o related miner •n oitMr Economics or Accounhn<J
C12 hoursl. After sot llfying this reqUirement otMr hours con be token In Busine$$ Ad·
ministration, Accounting or Economics.

ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
JUNIOR
Phil~phy

111 or 114 .... .
Statistics .............. .
Money ond Bonking .....•.
Lobor Problems •. . • ......
Electives .•..............

3

3
3

3
5

Philosophy 1 12 or 11 5
Public Finance ........•..
Govt. ond The Amer.
Economy .... ........ ..
Survey of Economic: Systems •
Electives .....•..........

3
3

3
3
5

SENIOR
Phd~phy 125 ......... .
Catholic Marriage ....... .
Investments ............ .
History of Econ. Thought ... .
Elect ives ••••• ..........•

3
2
3
3
5

Philosophy 126 ......... .
Business Cycles •..•...•..
Economics of Amer. Industry.
International Economics
onJ Policy ......•.....
Electives . . . . . . . . . • .....

3
3
3

3
5

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE WITH
DIVISIONAL MAJOR
DIVISIONAL MAJOR IN NATURAL SCIENCES
In order to permit o student who is interested in noturol sciences to
broaden the scope of his scientific knowledge, the College offers the interdeportmentol Major In Noturol Sciences. Instead of the traditional major ond
related work, the Major in Noturol Sciences consists of thirty hours of odvonced cour!>Cs chosen from ot !cost three of the following departments
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Mothemotics, ond Psychology. A minimum of six
hours must be token in eoch of three departments ond not more thon fifteen
hours from one d··partment moy be credited toward this major. All courses
offered for the major must be passed ot "C" grade or better. All students
receiving this degree ore required to toke the comprehensive examinations
during their senior yeor. Besides the Major in Noturol Sciences, the student
must complete on unrelated minor in some non-science field,
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DIVISIONAL MAJOR IN OTHER FIELDS
The some requirements hold for this Divisional Major as for the Natural
Science Motor. For this major allowance is mode for cross-overs from one
division to another for the required number of hours for the oreo of concentration. Not more than 15 hours from any one deportment may be credited
ttw.ords this degree and o minimum of six hours from o deportment. Those
courses offered towards the Divisional Major must be passed "'ith o grade of C
or better. All students receiving this degree must pass successfully comprehensove examinations during their senior year.

COURSES PRELIMINARY TO PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
GENERAL STATEMENT
Students who rnt ·nd to pursue professional studies after completing the
required collegiate work ore urged to toke o course leading to o Bachelor's
degree. Schools of low and medicine hove increased their entrance requirements, so thot o longer period of collegiate preparation is necessory A Catholic
professional man w1ll need to hove studied Philosophy from the Catholic viewpoint.
The entrance requirements for admission to the curricula preparatory to
professional studir.s ore the some os those requrrcd for admission to the degree
curricula
DENTISTRY
By o ruling of the American Association of Dentol Schoo ,, oil students
matriculating in the Dental Schools of the Un.ted States and Conodo as regular
students ore required to present for admission sixty semester hours of college
credits !the credrts being eomed in specific subjects), to be followed by four
yeors in the Dental School.
The program outlined below includes oil the recommenda t ions of the
American Association of Dental Schools ond the specific requirements of the
College. All studenh who apply for admission to o School of Dentistry must
present among the minimum sixty semester hours of credit the following: six
stiTI"Ster hours each of English, Biology or Zoology, and Physics, and twelve
~mester hours of Chemistry, including on approved course in Organic ChemIStry.
The following arrangement of courses is recommended:
FRESHMAN
First Semester
Credit Hrs
Second Semester
Credit Hrs.
Biology l . • . . • . . • • . . . . • .
4
Biology 5 ............. · ·
.q
Chemistry 1 • • . . . . • • • • • • •
4
Chemistry 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Engli~ I . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
3
English 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
•Mtllarl3 ..••••.••••• 3or5
"Mt31orPI20 ....•.....
3
Orientation 32 . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Physical Educ. 2 ........ · .
I
Physical Educ. 1 . . • . . . . . . .
1
Theology 3 . . . . . . • . • . . . .
2
Physics 1 ..•.••.•.....••
••History 13 .....•..••••
..Socrology I ••..•....••
Theology I 0 ••••..•••...
Chemistry 148 •.....•....

SOPHOMORE
Physics 2 ............. ·.
4
OOHrstory 14 .•.. • · • · · • · ·
3
OOSociology 2 ...... · · · · ·
3
Theology 20 ...•...•....
2
• Speech I .•..••...•..•
4
Elective ....•...•.•.••• . •

4

3
3
2
2
3

•If odv•sed to toke Mt. 13 rather thon Mt. 11, In tho second semester the student .hould
choo~ another course 1n place of Mt. 31. Logic (Pl. 201 rs recommcndod, but not required.
*"Optlonol. Course is recommended, but not required.
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THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEERING PROGRAM
T YPE OF COURSE

In conjunction with the College of Engineering ot Marquette University
ond the Institute of Technology ot St. Louis University, Regis College has
instituted o cooperative liberal oris-engineering program destined to provide
the students with the cultural background of o liberal education os well os the
technical engineering training. Students in this program moy receive both the
oris degree ond on engineering degree within five years. The first three years
will be spent at Regis College, during which time the program outlined below
$hould b. followed. During this time tho student must maintain a 2 5 averoge
in his totol program ond not foil below o 2.5 overage in his mothemoticol ond
scientific courses. Upon his successful completion of his three years ot Regis,
the student will transfer to Marquette University or St. Louis University for his
finol two years. If he continues to maintain his 2.5 overage during his two
years of engineering work, he will be oworded o Bachelor of Science degree by
Regis College upon completion of this program. This degree will vory from the
usuol Regis degree in thot It will hove no Major field, strictly so coiled, but on
oreo of concentration In Mathematics and Engineering Science. Upon the successful completion of this five-yeor progrom, he will olso be awarded o degree
In engineering ot either Marquette or St. Louis University. Degrees in Civil,
Electrical, Geophysical, Industrial and Mechanical Engineering ore offered.
Entrance Requirements for the Cooperative Engineering Program: One ond
one-holf years of Algebra; one year of Plone Geometry; one-half year of
Trigonometry Is recommended. The student must be in the upper half of his
high school graduating class.
FRESHMAN
First Semester

Credit Hrs.

Mt. 13 .................
Chemistry I . . . . . . • . . • • • •
Eg. Drawing 1 . • . . . • . . • . •
English I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Philosophy 20 . . . . . . . . . . .
Physical Educ, I . . . . . . . . . .

5
4
3

3
3
I

Second Semester
Cred•t Hrs.
Mt. 14.............. ...
5
Chemistry 2 . , . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Descriptive Geom. I 0 • . . • • .
3
English 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Theology 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Speech 1 . . • • • • • • . • . • . • •
2

SOPHOMORE
Mt. 51 •. .. ...•.•••.••.•
Physics I .............. .
Modem Longuoge I ...... .
Philosophy Ill or 114 , , • , •
English 80 or 82 ........ .

4
4
4

3
3

Mt. 52 ...••...•.•••.•••
Physics 2 .............. .
Modem Language 2 ...... .
English 81 or 83 ....•..•.
Physics 120 ............ .

4
4
4

3
3

JUNIOR
Philosophy 125 ........ ..
Modem Language 3 .. . ... .
Physics 121 •.•......•.•.
Mt. 153 .••••...••....•.
Theology I 0 .•.•.•.••.•.
Ec. 5 ................. .
History 13 .....•.••••.••

3
3
3
3
2
3
3

Philosophy 126 ......... .
Modern Language 4 ...... .
Philosophy 112 or 115 •••.•
Theology 145 .•..•.••...
History 14 • • ..•••.•...••
St. Lou it University
Physics 110 ••••••••••••.
Physics 1 12 •••••...••.••
Marquette Un iversity
Bo. 1
Ec. 6
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3
3

3
2
3
3
2

3
3

PRE-ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Students who wish to toke pre-engineering ot Regis College but do not
wis~ to follow the program outlined on the previous page, should 'consult with
thelf advisor for the courses proper to the University to which they intend to
transfer. The combined degree is possible only to those students who transfer
to Marquette University or St. Louis University. Not oppllcoble for ony other
school.
LAW
The requirements of low schools ore not measured by o fixed stondord.
However, most low schools demand some preparation; preparation which moy
be mode in o Liberal Arts College by o student following o program which
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science. The courses leading to the B.S.
degree should fit the aspiring student of low for his specialized study. It Is
recommended thot the prospective student of low choose the curriculum offered
by the Division of the Social Sciences ond the Division of Philosophy. However,
1n certain cases It may be odvontogeous for some pre-legal students to follow
the alternative program offered by the Division of Commerce ond Finance.

MEDICINE
The minimum requirement for admission to medical schools is ninety
semester hours of collegiate work, or o three-year program. It Is better to
pion ot least o three-year program Including Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
English Rhetoric, Composition, ond Literature, German or French.
t Minimum Subject Requirements. The credits submitted must ordinarily
Include the stated number of credit hours In certain specified subjects os follows:
o. English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 6 hours
b. General Inorganic Chemistry .................... 8 hours
c. Organic Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 hours
d. Biology • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 hours
e. Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 hours
f. Additional credit in subjects other thon physico I
ond biological sciences, ot least ................ 12 hours
g. Additional college credits to total 90 semester hours.
t£och Medical School Is free to set Its own entrance re<juiremenh. The ones listed ore
the more common. A praspectlve opplicont should oscertoln well In odvonce what ore
tM requirements of the achool to which he Intends to opply. Those who opply for od·

mission to the University of Colorado Medical School should In portlculor note the reQUoren-..nt of 4 hours of speech ond 3 hours of physical chemistry.
FRESHMAN
Font s.mester

English 1 . • . . . . . . . . . .
Chemistry 1 • . . . . . . . .
Biology 1 . . . . . . • . . . . .
••Mathematics 11 or 13
Orientation 32 . . . . . . . .
Physical Education I . . .

Credit Hrs.

...
3
...
4
...
4
... 3 or 5
...
2
...
1

Chemistry 1 3 . . . . ....... .
Physics I .........•.....
History 13 •.............
Sociology 1 ......•......
Phllosaphy 20 .......... .

S.Cond Semester

English 2 . . . . . . . . .
Chemistry 2 . . . . • . .
Biology 5 . . . . . . . • .
. . Mathematics 31 • .
Theology 3 . . . • . . .
Physical Education 2

Credit Hrs.
3
...
4
•..
4
•..
3
...
2
1

......
.
.
.
.

..
..
..
..

SOPHOMORE
Chemistry 14 ..•••... • • · .
4
Physics 2 .............. .
4
History 14 ..•.....•....•
3
Sociology 2 ............ .
3
Speech 1 .............. .
3
Theology I 0 •...........
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4
4

3
3
2

2

JUNIOR
Flm Serne$ter

Chemistry 140 and 142
Biology 101 . • • • . • . . .
Philosophy 111 or 114 .
German I . . . • . • • • • .

Second Semester

Credit Hrs.

. •••
••••
•. •.

5
5
3

..•.

4

Credit Hrs.

Chemistry 141 ond 143
Biology I I 0 •.•••.•.•••••
Philosophy 112 or 115 •••.•
• • •German 2 .......... .

5
5
3
4

SENIOR
Philosophy 125 •••••••• • •
German 3 •.••••..•••..•
English 80 or 82 ........ .
Psychology .••••.••••••••
Biology I 41 •..•.•• • ••• • •
Theology 20 ........... .

3
3
3

3
3

2

Philosophy I 26 ......•.•.
German 4 ............. .
English 81 or 83 •..••....
Psychology .•.•.•..•.••..
Chemistry 135 •••••••••••
Theology 145 .•.•••..•••

3
3
3
3
3
2

•Sh..:Mnts weak In mathematics or• odv sed to toke Ch. 1 In Sophomore year, and to
toke sociology In Its ploce In Freshman year.
••Student. advised to toke Moth. 13 rather than Moth. 11 during tho first semester ore
not to toke Math. 31 in tho second semester but should toke \.ogle IPI. 201 Instead.
English 80 should then toke the place of Log{c in the ht semester of Sophomore year.
'"Students who must hove Chem. 135 by tho end of Junior year thould register for it in
P.loce of German 2. Those going to Un,versity of Colorado Medical School ofter their
third year should also toke two more hours of speech together with Chern. 135.

In the above schedule, requirements for entrance into Medical School ore
complete a t the end of three years, ond If an applicant is accepted by a medical
school at thot time, he moy then discontinue his pre-medical program. The
fourth year, although Optional, Is strongly encouraged by most medical schools.

A student who completes the above four-year program is eligible for the
BACHELOR Of SCIENCE DEGREE, inasmuch as he shall hove completed upper
division hours in Biology, Chemistry, and Psychology to satisfy requirements for
the Divisional Mojor in Hoturol Scionct.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
For odmlnistr<!ti_v~ purpOSes the courses hove been orronged within divislo~, a.nd these diVISIOns ~~I! been subdivided into departments. The fol-

lowing IS the hst of the diVISIOns ond their directors, the departments ond
deportment heods.
COMMERCE AND FINANCE -

•

•

Fathe r Ryan

Accounting, Father Ryon
Business Administration, Mr. Coyne
Economics, Father Wlntergolen
THE HUMANITIES -

Father Boyle

Classical Languages and Literature, Fother Jolin
English Language and Literature, Father Boyle
Modem Language ond Literature, Father Quirk
NATURAL SCIENCE AND

MATHEMATia-Fother~

7

Biology, Father Trame
Chemistry, Father Tipton
Mathematics, Father Daly
Physics, Fother Downey
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES -

Father Stansell

Educ:otion, Mr. Von Volkenburg
History, Father Stansell
Sociology, Father Cervantes
PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AND THEOLOGY -

Father Bonnet

Philosophy, Father Bonnet
Psychology, Mr. Flanagan
Theology, Father Gross
Obj«tivea of lower Division CounH
The Lower Division Courses
for Fre-shmen ond Sophomores.
general educ:otion; and to enable
to acquire the tools, skills, and

ore numbered 1-99 and ore courses Intended
The objective of these courses Is to fuml$h
the student to loy the proper foundations ond
attitudes necessary for success In the Upper

Division Courses which ore to follow.
Objectint of the Upper Division

Course~

The Upper Division Courses ore numbered 100-199 and ore courses Intended for Juniors ond Seniors. The objectives of these courses o re summorl:~:ed at the beginning of eoch deportment's Courses of Instruction listed in
the Iotter portion of this catalogue.
The whole approach, method, and content of Upper Division Courses Is
suited to the capacities of the more mature student. Emphasis Is placed on the
training which comes from self-acti vity, sanely independent work, thinking,
penetration, and the use and orgoni:~:otlon of exist ing materials.
When o course with the some content Is given as o two semester hour
Instead of o three semester hour course, o capitol " A" follows the course
number in the printed schedules and oHiclol transcripts; when o two semester
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hour course is extended to three semester hours a capitol "X" follows the course
number.
Unless otherwise specified, the Concentration Major w1ll consist of 18
semester hours of upper-division work. The Concentration Minor consists of
12 hours of upper-division courses.

DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE
The objective of the Division of Commerce ond Finance Is to enable the
student to prepare himself vocationally, culturally, ond morally to toke active
ond intelligent port in the execution ond control of the business function In
human endeavors.

ACCOUNTING
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT

The objective of the courses in Accounting is to enable the student to
possess definite k~awledge of accounting principles and procedure of recording
business progressions and retrogressions so that, ot least by the end of his
senior year, he con ottoin that grasp of business method that is expected of
capable beginners In public or private accounting, that breadth ond depth of
growth that will best fit him to enter the fields of business and rise to executive
responsibilities, that creative maturity expected of candidates for admission to
graduate schools of business administration.
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR
ACCOUNTING 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION

The field of concentration must include 30 credit hours of courses numbered 100-199, 18 hours to be given to Accounting and 12 hours to Business
Administration and/or Economics. Courses must be chosen with the counsel
of the concentration adviser.
1. Accounting Principles ( 3 ). The purpose of debit and credit, use of
books of original entry including multi-column joumols end controlling accounts, principles underlying accounting for sole proprietorships, the preparation
of statements, closing ond adjusting entries. Numerous Illustrative problems.
A practice set.

2 . Accounting Principles ( 3 ) . A study of the more involved procedures
in accounting for the transactions of partnerships ond corporations, including
those of manufacturing companies. Numerous illustrative problems. A practice set . Prerequisite: Accounting I .
3 . Mathematics of Accou nting (3 ). Short methods for the accountant;
commercial discounts; bonk discount; portio! payment; business insurance;
payroll; overage; storage; inventories; gross profit computations; analysis of
statements; partnerships; goodwill; busine» finance; public finance and taxation.
4 . MothemoticJ of Accounting ( 3). Algebra; equations; logarithms;
graphs; index numbers; progression; foreign exchange; annuities; bonds; bond
Interest, asset voluotion; building end loon associations; permutations and combinations; probability; probability ond mortality; life annuities; net premiums;
life Insurance policies.
9. Basic Accounting Procedures ( 1 ). This is o companion course which

moy well be carried together with Ac I 0. It consists of o rapid review of accepted accounting principles, o study of accounting procedures, ond exercise
in the preparation of basic financial statements. Prerequisite: Ac 2.
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\
I

l

10. Intermediate Accounting ( 3 ). A somewhat comprehensive study of
the current and non-current assets, liabilities, and proprietorship; errors and
their correction; statements from tncompietc doto; ~totement analysis; sto teA~ni. of application of funds; introduction to cost accounting. Prerequisite:
11 . Advanced Accounting (3 ). Special opphcottons of accounting principles to portnt.:rships, _joint ventures, mstollment soles, consignments, ogency,
branch. An tntroductton to corporate combinations ond consolidated statements. The statement of affairs. Accounting for estates and trusts and governmental units Actuorrol Science. Prerequisite : Ac 2.

\
I

4

12. Work Shod Voriotions; C~nsolidotions; Receiverships (2 ). This Is
o companion course which may well be carried together with Ac II . Attention
is paid to contemporary professional accounting practice and to accounting for
Iorge corporate enterprises. Prerequisite: Ac 2.
120. Factory Cost Accounting (2 ). The nature of cO)t accounting; departmental occountmg; untt costs; process costs; specific order costs; material
cost and valuation, lobar cost: manufacturing expense; distribution of service
costs; factory burden; monthly closing entries; onolyticol financial statements.
Prer~uisites or corequisltes · Accounting I 0, II.
121. Advanced Cost Accounting ( 2). Cost estimates and estimating
cost systems; the budget and cost control; standard costs; variances; control of
distribution cost; joint products, by-products, and associated subjects; specialized cost treatments; graphic charts; reports; uniform methods; advantages
for auditing. Prerequl~1te · Accountmg 120.

122. Budgetary Accounting ond Procedure ( 2 1. The nature and scope
of budgets Budg• ting soles, production, materials, purchases, labor, manufacturing expense, co~t of goods sold, distribution expenses, administrative expenses, and cosh. Estimated financial statements; comparison of performance
with budget Enforcing the budget. Prerequisite: Accounting 120.
12S. Ana lysis of Financial Statements ( 2). Analysts and intt.,rpretotion
of stott.ments and reports rendered for use by executives in control of business
operation' Pr ·requisites: Accounting I 0, 1 I
130o. Auditing Principles and Proctico (2 ).

Introduction to auditing;
Verification of asset

purpose and p ·eporotion of auditing working papers.
volu~s

Pr"requi.ites: Accounting 10, II .

130b. Auditing Principles and Practice (2 ). Verification of liabilities
exocnse and income. Preparation of pertinent working papers. Preparation of
the auditor's report and certified statement. Prerequisites· Accounting 10, 11.
132. Inte rnal Auditi ng 12 1. A study of the principles of internal auditing and on analysis of the factors In the formulation and direction of on internal auditing program. Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor
133. Income Tax Aecaunting (2 ). A study of the bosis ond opplicotion
of the present fed rol lows concerning Income tax os applied to individuals.
Prerequisites. Accounting I 0, 1 I .
134. lncamo Tax Accounting ( 2 ). A study of the presen t federal lows
concerning income tox as applied to corporations and trusts. Other forms of
federal toxes, such as social security, estate, and gift. Preresquisites: AccountmgiO, 11.
13S. Acco unting Systems (2 ) . A study of vorious ty~s of occoun~ng
systems ond of the principles of sy<.tem mstollment. Prerequ1s1 tes: Accounting
10, II.
136. C. P. A. Problems (2 ). Problems and que~tions. selected from
actual C. P. A. examinations. A thorough drill in the methodtcol analysis of
complex problems and In the preparation of the ~ecessary working poper1 and
statements required In their solutions. Prerequis1te: Eighteen semester hours
of Accounting.
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137. C.P. A. Problems (2 ) . Problems ond questions selected from octuol
C. P. A. examinations to present o review of the field of Accounting. Prerequisite: Eighteen semester hours of Accounting.
140. Governmental Accounting (2 ), Funds; expendable revenue funds;
budget; budgetary accounts; revenues; expenditures; accounts of the treasury;
fiscal period; bond funds; special assessment funds; trust and agency funds;
working copitol funds; utility funds; sinking funds; fixed assets and liabilities;
financial reports. Prerequisites: Accounting 10, 11.
180. Oil Production Accounting (2 ) . A study of accounting procedures
opplicoble to specific operations involved in the discovery and production of
crude oil; accounting for investments, revenues and expenses of crude oil producers. Prerequisites: Ac. 10, 11.

199. Special Study.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The objective of the courses in Business Administration is to prepare students for effective service in business, ond to develop in them habits of thought
that make for continuing growth. Certain definite and fundamental purposes
underlie instructional activities. These may be described briefly as follows:
1 ) To develop on appreciation and understanding of the human and material
factors that make up the subject matter of business. 2) To give the students
the larger knowledge, skill, and resourcefulness which constitute o professional
college training for the better opportunities in business. 3) To guide students
in the selection of their business careers, and to aid graduates in the pursuit of
their chosen business objectives.

PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR- BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 1; ACCOUNTING I, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11 ; ECON. 5, 6.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The field of concentration must include 30 credit hours of courses numbered 100-199, 18 hours to be given to Business Administration (including
168, 181 and 1821, ond 12 hours to Accounting or Economics. Courses must
be chosen with the counsel of the concentration adviser.

PREREQUISITES FOR BUSINESS ADMINSTRATION MINOR- BUSINESS
ADM INISTRATION 1; ACCOUNTING I , 2, 3, 4; ECONOMICS 5, 6.
1. Organising ond Financing Business ( 3). A thorough treatment of
the fundamentals of business organization, management, and finance. A required course for all majors in Business Administration. Prerequisite: Accounting l, 2 completed or in process.

11 0. AdvertiJing Principles (2) • A comprehensive study of advertising
methods and problems: the function of advertising; methods of market analysis; selection of media; integration of copy, illustration, type, color, and layout;
the advertising problems of the manufacturer, wholesaler, and retailer.
111. Advertising Copy ( 2 ) . A study is mode of the runction of copy,
copy appeals, and structural principles of copy. Practice is given In writing
manufacturers', retail, ond moil order copy. Market and product analysis ore
emphasized as the essentials of effective copy writing. Prerequisite: Bo. II 0.
120. Marketing ( 3 ) • The purpose of this course is to acquaint students
with distribution channels, policies, and methods in o variety of industries
engaged in the marketing of consumer's goods and industrial products.
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. 123. Principles of Retoilin!! (3 ). The orgonizotion ond management of
reto1l establishments; store locot1on, policies, soles systems, control of inventones, personnel, store publicity and advertising, summaries for management
controls.
125. Principles of Solesmonship (3 1. An effective course to meet the
growmg demand for expert training m th1s field. Emphasis is given to selling
methods ond techniques. The various types of selling and the opportumties
existing In solcsmonsh1p os o profession.
127. Soles Management ( 3 ) • The purpose of this course is to give o
brood view of the important phases of soles administration, planning and execution, as applied to manufacturers and wholesolers.
'
130. Corporation Finance ( 3 l. Administrative and managerial problems of financing business ond industrial companies; promotion, corporate
st~tur~; sources of fixed cop1tol; expansion; distribution of comings; reorgonu:otlan; social aspect of corporation finance.
133. Investing for Profit (2 ). American corporate enterprise- fundamental notions of shoring in ownership of shores in industry. Bonds, stocks,
other investment instruments. How money is mode land lost I in the stock
market. Investing for income and appreciation. Forecostmg the market.
Evening classes only.
134. Fundamentals of Investments ( 3 l. Some as Ec. 13 4. Principles
underlying the making of safe investments; the need for constant supervision;
Investment Instruments; security analysis; forecasting the market; the business
cycle ond investment values. Prerequisite. Bo I.
137. Credit and Collections (2 ). Topics presented Include: the nature
ond function of mercantile credit; sources of credit informot1on; financial
analysis; credit limits; methods of collect,ons; ond the legol aspect of credit
extension.
140. Fundamentals of Insurance ( 3 t . A practical approach to the field
of Insurance, including historical, social and economic influences, with o brief
survey of coverages available to the overage businessman.
141 . Advanced Insurance (3 ). A study of the various policies in Fire,
Morine, Casualty, and life Insurance to enable on insurance buyer to properly
set up on adequate insurance program.
150. Prindples of Transportation (3 l. A study of present-day transportation- roll, water, motor, and oir- both os separate services and os
ports of o coordinated system; o consideration of transportation services, facilities, rates, routes, management methods, and govemmentol regulation.
155. Traffic Management (3 ). The study of the fundamentals of freight
rates, the construction of tariffs, and the procedure of rote-making. Principles and practices of industrial traffic management including the organization
and operation of the traffic deportment, shipping documents and rote adjustment procedure.
160. Office Management ( 3 ). A study of the functions of the various
office departments and their organization; the selection and training of offic~
personnel; office planning ond layout; selection ond core of office supplies,
equipment ond appliances; and other related problems.
162. Managing Small Business ( 3 1. This course will emphasize f.undomentol factors concemed with the estobli»hment and competent operot1on of
small business including - financing and sources of funds; organizing the
business ond ~stoblishment of polic1es; factors in business success; and the
future outlook of small business.
165. Industrial Management (3 ). An Intensive survey of modem p~oc
tices ond techniques through which sound monoge'!'ent principles of plonn1~g,
organizing and controlling moy be applied effectively to the monufoctunng
activities of on lndustriol enterprise.
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168. Busineu Polities ond Management (3). An onol)i$iS end opproisol
of the objectives ond functtons of o business enterprise, end o thorough basic
treotment of the fundamental principles of internal business ploMing, organizing, end controlling. To illustrate the proct•col applicotion of the principles discussed in classroom sessions, visits will be mode to various Denver
industrial end business houses. A required course for students majoring In
Business Administration. Prerequ,site: Senior stond1ng.
170. Peno nn el Management (3). The monogerlol Implications of human relations in business; principles end practices of employee selection end
troinlng; organization ond functions of o personnel deportment.
171. Psychological Aspects of Penonnel Management (2). This course
expends on certotn psychologtcol aspects of personnel management covered in
Bo 170. Such oreos os selection; employment ond coun~ling tests; placement
techniques; end personnel services end their effect on morale. Prerequisite:
Bo 170 or equivalent.
174. J ob Analysis and Evaluation C2 1. Timely for those engaged in or
considering personnel monogement in either public or private enterprise. The
course will outline the known methods of job clossificotion ond will concentrate
on the system used by the federol government.
178. Public Administration (3 ). The essential phases of government
management, Including personnel, fiscal, legal end public relations. Special
consideration Is given to the federal government to acquaint the student with
the wide variety of functions In which there ore career opportunities in administration.
181. Business Lo w (3 ). An introduction to the study of low end its
administration. Topics covered include: branches of the low; the low of contracts; principal ond agent; employer and employee; negottoble instruments.
A required course for students majoring in Business Admini5trotion.
182. Business Low (3 ). A study of the low applicable to principal debtor
ond surety; insurer ond insured; bailor end bailee; carriers end shippers,
passengers; vendor end vendee; relation of partnership; corporation ond stockholders. A required course for students majoring In Business Administration.
Prerequisite: Business Administration 181.
187. C. P.A. Low Review (2 ). A concentrated review of Business Low
with particular emphasis on preparation for the C.P.A. examination. Questions
ond cases used In post examinations ore onolyzed thoroughly, so that method
of approach required by the examination con be acquired by the candidate.
Prerequisite: Bo. 181 ond 182, or equivalent.
190. (Ed. 1 S2CS) Methods of Teaching Commercial Subjects (2 ). A
study of objectives, techniques, procedures, end s"ills in the teaching of bookkeeping, and other commercial subjects. An evoluotton of the various approaches to the teaching of commercial subjects, the essential classroom equipment, ond the relation of commercial subjects to other subjects taught in the
secondary school. Prerequisite: Bus Ad. major or minor ond Ed 151
199. Special Study.

ECONOMICS

OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
Economic conditions ore considered in o step-by-step onoi}'$IS of many
economic forces ond Institutions as they endure through o moz:e of lows, of
practices, end of controls, by oil sorts of groups. Economic analysis through
several depressions end two World Wars Is now enriched in all these areas:
lobar problems, pricing end marketing hazards, credit ond monetary controls,
fiscal policy, industrial enterprise and its regulation by government, ond cyclical
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fluctuotiOf"S in e~p~yrnent ond notiOf!OI income. No solution today resolves
tomorrows comphcohons, but he who JOins experience to study finds thot the
only econom1c forces enduring full ond free ore those asserting commun1ty
along with personal welfare.
PREREQUISITES FOR CONCENTRATION MAJOR
ECONOMICS 5, 6, 50, 60, Ac 1 and 2, Bo 1
Prerequisite for Econ. Minor: Ec. 5, 6.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The fteld of concentration must Include 30 credit hours of courses numbered I 00-199, 18 hours to be given to Economics including Ec 122, 123
Isome os Bo 123), 140, 170 ond 12 hours to Accounting, Business Administration, or Social Sciences. Courses must be chosen with the counsel of the
concentration adviser.
5. Prindples of Economics and Economic Problems (3 ) . Introduction to
economic analysis; nature ond motives of business enterprise; costs ond prices
In competitive enterprise; costs ond prices in competitive ond restricted market
conditions; consumer demand ond sotisfoction within prlcc- oreos. The IncomeIncentive for labor and for capitol. Boslc p rinciples of social justice In labor
relations. The claims for fond-use and resource-use ore noted. Monopoly
problems.
6. Principles of Economics and Economic Problems ( 3 ). Institutional
aspects of our economy manifest problems beyond simple analysis. Money, bonk
credit, bonking, marketing of securities, short-term financing. Monetary
standards and theories of money-values. Cyclical and unemployment problems.
Government aids and controls in bu:;iness, its fiscal program, its social security
pions, and its foreign trode ore briefly treoted Prerequisite : Economics 5 .

50. Economic History of the United States (3). A study of five greot
periods in our economic growth with emphasis on origins of big business and
industrialism, world markets ond commerciolism. Economic chonges with the
crises of the '30s ore noted, os woll os vost progress with the transition from
World Wor II controls.
60. Economic Resources 13 ). With emphasis on power and fuel resources, the United Stotes Industrial output Is noted In minerals, metals, metal
products, chemicals, forest, ond ogrlculturol products. Our ploce in worldtrade and in financing foreign resources. Conservation and new derivatives
through research is seen; need of world-trade Is appreciated.
108. Economic Theory (3). The course is designed to give the mature
student o better grasp of economic analysis with special reference to value,
distribution, and social control. Attention is poid to tho development of economic thought, but emphasis Is placed on current trends in economic theory
Prerequisite: Economics 5, 6 .
110. History of Economic Thought ( 3 ). A study of the works and principal theories of the individuals ond schools of economic thought os represented
by the ancient, medieval, ond modem economists in regard to rise ond development of mercantilism, copitollsm, socio-economic movements, Interest, money,
value, price, employment ond distribution.
122. Money and Bonking (3). A study of the nature and fu~ctions of
money and credit, of monetary stondords, bonk currency, ond cred1t Instruments. An understanding of the variety ond growth of bonking functions; the
control over bonks through Federal Reserve regulations; the Treasury ond pressures on Interest rotes; investment needs ond our accelerated gross nattonol
product.
131 . Economics of American lnd111try ( 3 ). A survey of mojor manufacturing and servicing Industries In the United States with regard to market
controls, merger tendencies ond pricing policies. Dominance over notional

consumer-oreos, through innovation, prestige and toste-elicitohon: industrial
leaders, industrial associations and the place of small bu•incss ore noted.

134. Fundamenta ls of Invest ments (3 ). !Some a1 Ba. 134.1
140. Labor Problems (3 ). The American labor force ond tts productiveness Is surveyed. Need of o living woge ond of healthy working conditions
Union organization ond Its borgoming power under modern lobar low. Regulation of wages and hours. Union versus management clolms; lobar disputes ond
their conclusions. Incentives which assure good relations. Lobar's security
ogoinst old oge, unemployment ond disability.
142. History of the Labo r Movement (3 ). Guilds. Domestic systems.
Suppression of trade-unions; factory lows in the nineteenth century. Employers' organizations versus lobar organizations. Status of woman, child, ond
mon before the courts. Knights of Labor. AFL. CIO. New Deal legislation.
NLRB.

151 . Public Fin a nco ( 3 ). A study of publrc revenues, their nature ond
classification; theories and principles of taxation; the shiftmg ond incidence
of taxes; income, Inheritance, soles, general property and business toxes; the
classification, flotation, conversion, funding and redemption of public debts.
152. Govemmcnt and the American Economy (3 ). The Government's
major responsibilities In directing and sofeguordtng our economic life is studied,
In Its measures to end management-lobar conflict, and to stabilize form income, os well os to grant social security to workers. Measures for attaining
full employment, housing and opportunities for small busmess ore evoluoted.
Trade promotion, trade financing and currency stabilization demonstrate our
world economic interests.
161. Business Cycles (3). Economic fluctuations os related to progress;
historical record and meo"urem"nt of business cycles. Pattern of prosperity
and depression. Conditions and causes of such change. 0\erinvestment;
capitol ond credit acceleration; gouging markets and pnce-cost relations.
Keynes' multiplier and Schumpeter's innovation analysis. Monetary controls;
job and output stimulation; inflation controls.
165. Survey of Economic Systems (3 l. A study of lndlviduolistic Capitalism with its tendency toward personal monopoly; modified Copitollsm; British
Socialism; Fascism; and Communism. Included ore discussions of the ideological roots (Atheism, Humonism, Religion, etc. l and the historical origins of
these various economic systems.
170. Introducto ry Statistics (3 l. Gathering, presentation, ond analysis
of statistical Information; tables, graphs, and chart presentotton; the frequency
distribution ond measurement of its central tendency ond dtspersion; the onalysls of time series and the seasonal tndex. Required for mo1ors.
171 . Statistics ( 3 ) • A continuation of Ec. 170. Index numbers studied
os to accuracy and comparability; special onolysis of major bustness indexes
now In use. Simple correlation I:; analyzed and exemplified; multiple correlation; certain forecasting procedures in business.

175. Graphic Busi ness Statistics (3 l. The use of graphic mote rials to
present business doto; the analysis through tables, bor charts, curves, overlay
graphs and the like. Special purpose curves to render comparisons ond calculations. Rote-of-change charts in stressing relative values, ond alignment
charts in reckoning several functions. Financial statements ond management
controls as aided by graphic information.
180 . Economic History of Europe ( 3 1 • A study of the economic development of Europe from ancient ttmes, through the medieval society os represented by rural coontryside, industry, commerce and financial organization and
their regulation, to the present-day, modem continental development of agriculture, industry, transportation, bonking ond currency, labor movement, internottonol trade relations and economic consequences of World War I ond II.

185. International Economics and Policy (3 ), Mercantilist and equilibrium theories of international trade oro examined, also the thco,Y of foreign
exchange and balance of payments. European recovery and intemotionol lending ore treated; problems of industrialization and the shift from colonialism
foreign investment and blocked currenc1cs ore studied, os well as U. S. foreig~
policy

199. Special Study. Thesis.
OBJECTIVES OF THE DIVISION OF THE HUMANITIES
The Division of the Humanities includes the Departments of Classical
Languages and literature, English Language and literature, Modern Languages,
Speech, Art and Music. It provides courses of instruction Intended primarily
for the cultural development of the student, through contact with the culture
of the post and present, since languages and literature ore held fit instruments
for intellectual and moral development and should contribute to the fuller ond
nobler life of the individual ond of society. For the liberally educated man, o
study of the ancient classics is o basis for o better understanding and appreciation of western civilization, in great port their heritage. The modem literatures, especially English, ore also studied in their perspectives of social, philoSOphical, and religious movements. Furthermore, the practical values of technical skills and basic communication, through o command or languages and
their effective expression, ore considered essent ial not only for personal enjoyment but for leadership.

FINE ARTS
Art I 0. Appreciation of Art ( 3 I • Aesthetic principles in estimating art.
Survey of world art A rapid survey of various periods of ort from the primitive
to the modem. Liturgical art. Symbali~m. Emphasis on study of architecture,
sculpture ond painting, but including poltory, gloss, terrocottos, and similar
forms of art expression. The course has os Its aim to develop on appreciation
of ort techniques and qualities as they apply in contemporary living.
Art I I 0. Appreciation of Painting (3 ). A general course covering the
great periods of the Middle Ages, Renoi sonce, and modem times in Europe
ond America, with special emphasis on relation of pointing to social ond religious history Theory of drawing, composition, and design,
Art 120. Appreciation of Architecture (3 1. Detailed study of architectural achievement in ancient and modern civilizations, Including the For
East, Egypt, Greece, Rome, modem Europe and America.
Art 130. Appreciation of Sculpture ( 3 I. The several pcrjods of sculpt~;~re
from primitive efforts, through development:; and. expcrlmcntotton to the penod
of h1ghest attainments. Illustrations from onc•ent Greece and Rome, Early
Christian B~ont.ne, Romonesque, Gothic and Modem.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Courses in Greek and Lotin language ond literature ore used to acquaint
the students with ancient culture in a way befitting o liberally educated m~n
Both the method of expression and the thought content of the anc•ent class1cs
ore treated thoroughly. The mythology of the Greeks and Romans and the~r
philosophic systems ore likewise studied and evoluoted.
GREEK
A. Elementary Greek (4 ), A cour~o intcnd;:d for .tudents who hove
studied no Greek bofort entering college. It cons•sts in the mastery of the
grammar and syntax, reeding in Homeric Greek.
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B. Elementary Greek (4 ). A completion of the work described under
Course A. Prerequ•site. Course A
12. Plato (3 I. Selections from the Apology in Greek, the remainder in
English. Introduction to Plato's thought, ond opproisol of his position in Greek
literature.
41. Homer (3) • Reoding ond interpretation of portions of the Iliad or
Odyssey.
187. Greek Uterature in English ( 2 ). Interpretation ond appreciation
of the masterpieces of Greek literature, based upon the works of stondord
translators
LATIN
SPECIAL COURSES IN LATIN
Pre-seminary students, lote vocations, and other.. who wish to hove Intensive and accelerated Latin courses or refresher courses ore able to toke
Latin courses according to their wishes and the entrance requirements of the
seminary they intend to enter.
Personal attention will be given to individual needs, ond full academic
credit.
A., 8 . Elementary Lotin ( 8 ).
C. Cicero: Sollust (4 1. Selections from the Orations Against Cotlline,
Pro Archie, and Bellum Cotilinoe. English to Latin Composition.
D. Vii'IJil; Cicero C4 l. Translation ond interpretation of selections from
the Aeneid ond Pro Lege Monilia. English to latin Composition.
Note : The above courses, C and D, ore Intended for students who enter
with insufficient preparation in Latin, but will not be accepted In fulfillment of
tho required college Latin. Required for on A.B.
1. Latin Composition ( I ) • Study of the principles of Lot in idiom and
prose style. Application of these principles in themes. Required of students
taking Course I I.

2 . Lotin Composition ( 1). A continuation of Course I . Required of students taking Course 12.
3. Advanced Lotin Composition ( I ). A continuation of Latin 1-2 and
aiming ot proficiency in the idiomatic tronslotion of pouoges from English
authors.
4. Advanced Lotin Composition ( I ). A practical study in composition
and style; the finer points of Latin style emphasized in wntk'n exercises.
11. Uvy ( 3 l. Book XXI. A study of Livy's style, particularly its divergences from the prose canons of the Ciceronian oge.
12. Virgil (3 l. A study of the Aeneid, selections from books 1-.XII.
Colloterol reodings on Virgil's style, the structure of the Aeneid, etc., requ~red.
13. Horace ( 3 ). Selections from the Odes, Epodes ond Epistles. An
Introductory study to Horace's lyric forms.
14. Tacitus ( 3 ). Agricola and Germanic. A study of the chief characteristics of the style of Tacitus. The prose of the Empire.
24. Latin Prose Llteraturo (3). Introduction to life, works and style of
representative clossicol latin authors of prose. Study of technical terms, figures
of speech, etc. Offered according to demand.

44. Reo~ings in Latin P_o etry (3). Introduction to life, works and style
of represe.ntatl"e ~lossictl lotm Poets. Study of meters, with verse schemes,
ond techn~col poet1c terms. Offered according to demond.
152. cf. Philosophy 1 52.
160. cf. English 160.
167. cf. English 167.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The English courses aim at developing In the student powers of understondlng, of discriminating reading, and of effective written and oral expression the use of critical principles and models of comparison In judging the
principal forms, movements, ond authors; o knowledge of the development and
cultural bearings of the moin types ond movements of English ond Americon
literotures; on oppreclotion of Cothollc criteria and contributions to world
literature ond culture; and any latent talent for creative and cflticol work.

PREREQUISIT£S FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
En I, 2; 80, 81 or 82, 83.
FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The concentration mojor In English consists of eighteen to twenty-four
serNSter hours of upper division work, Including: o course In Shakespeare
11241; o course in 19th Century literature 1151 or 1551; o course in AmerIcan Literature 11711; o course In Newmon 11561, or in Hopkins 1157), or
in Cotholic Uteroture ( 181 I; English 167, latin and Greek sources for English
language and literature.
For recommendation for graduate study, courses in Chaucer, In the 17th
and 18th Century, and in literary criticism will also be required. Equivalent
courses and the required twelve semester hours of related courses of the field
of concentrat ion will be chosen under the direction of the concentration adviser.
1. Rhetoric: ond Composition (3 ). A thorough review and onolysls of
grammar and of the essentials of composition, with emphasis on expository
writing. Weekly themes and exercises.

1L Rhetoric ond Composition in English loborotory (3). A course designed HPCCiolly for students who need more individual instruction and guidance than con be offored In the English 1 classes.

2. Rhetoric: ond Composition (3 I. A continuation of Engltsh 1, with
emphasis on the development of the term paper, on effective writing and
comprehensive reading.
2L. A continuation of ll.
40, 41. Bosic: Jou rnalism (1 hour eoc:h semester) . Fundamental principles of good journalism, with stress on news writing, reporting, copy editing,
proofreading, headline writing and basic makeup techniques. (Continued practical opplication of principles on the student newspaper.) Two semesters.
42, 43. Advanced Joumolism - Newspaper Techniques ( 1 hour eoch
Mmester). Survey of basic principles in the operation of a smoll city doily,
including reporting, rewrites, features, and spo~s. Procti~e In mokeup, .with
all 1ts specific problems and variations. (Cont.nued appltcot1on of pnnc1ples
on the student newspapers.) Two semesters.
80, 81 . Types of Uteroture (3 ). A study of the moln forms of lite~a
ture, with readings in great and chorocteristic writers. Further stress on pnnciples of composition, vocabulary building, and reading. Two semesters.
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a
82, 13. Greot Writers (31. A study of great wr ters in Enghsh ond
Amc.mcon Ltteroture, wllh speclol ottenhon to Cl'loucer, Shokespeore, Milton,
ond Dryden II st scmcstorl, end to Hawthorn, Newman, Hordy ond Faulkner
I 2nd semcsred, end to chorccterl$IIC .,.ork.s of English ond Amencon poets.
Two semesters.
I 01. Advanced Techniq~~et in Reading and Writi11g 31. A conhnuotion
of frcshmon end Sl)phomore English on on 04vonced lcVll
I 06. Chouur ond Hi• Age 13 ). A study of Chaucer's mo)or works,
with special emphos1s on the Conterh\Jry Toles Attention olso to be po1d to
other 1mportont works of the fourteenth century end to the SOC1ol background.

108. Don to ond the Eorly Renaissance 13 1. A study of Donie Alighieri
es o bmigc between the "onc1ent" end the "modern" men, with special em·
phosls on the D1v.no C mcd1o.
113. English Dromo to 1640 131. An h1stoncol study, from I~ eorllest
med•evcl orrglns. £or . •turglcol rropes; mY~tery, m~rocle, end morol•ty ploys;
mtcrludcs. The n"w .... rome of the soxt~nth century, end E 1zobethon developI"'''Cnts Iexclusive of Shok.cspcore).

114. Engli.sh Dromo from 1640 to tho Pre.sent 13). Reprcsentol1ve
recdmgs and analyses of the dromo tn th Resrorot1on period, in the e1ghteenth
end nineteenth centuroes, and In cunt~m._ rory England end Americo. Social,
economic, ontcllectuol, end contmentol ontlucnces 1n the theater.
111. Modem Dromo 13). Representot1ve works of the diS! nguished
plcywnghts of recent years. Emphos•s on dromctoc: vciUI!, :lfUiosophocol viewpoint, and morel end soc1ol Slgnlf~eonce.
121. English Renaissance Poetry ond Prose !31. Studies in Skelton, St.
Thomas More, Spenser, Donne, Jonson, Carew, Herbert, Herrick, Browne ond
other Important English non-dromotic: l1tcroture from 1500 to I 660, exclusive
of M11ton
124. Shakespeare and His Age: Earlier Ploys I 3 J.
125. Shakespeare ond H1s Ag•: Later Plays 131. Shok.espeore's work in
ots rclatoon to contemporary 'MIIIn ~toge cond1tlons SOCIOI ond cultural backgnounds. Rcodtng and study of o gnoup of ShokesPcore's oome<I•CS, h1stones,
end trogedoes
l 34. Milton ond His Age I 31. Reeding ond study of Porodi1e Lost ond
some of the mosques, Iynes, ond pro~e wr~tmgs. A comporo:i~e study of some
contemporary poets in the "metophys1col" and dromotoc trad111ons.

143. The Age of Dryden, Pope, and Johnson 13 J. Rtoding in Dryd~,
Swolt, Pope, Johnson and their c:ont..:mpororoes. An introductoon to the pM·
c•po currents of literary theory ond proctJcc choroctenst1C: of the e.ghtetnth
century.
IS I. The Romantic Period ( 31. Studies in the Romantic Movement of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries exclus1ve of the novel ond dromo,
With special emphasis on the poetry of Burns, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley,
Byron, ond Keats.
1 SS. Tho Victorian Period 131.

Stud1es '" the proncipol writers, ex-

clusi~e of thf" novelist$, from 1830 to 1900, ogoonst the V1ctorion background.

Spec1ol emphasis ~n Mocouloy Carlyle, Ruskin, Amold and Newman; Tennyson, Brown1ng, Swmbume end Hopkins.

1S6. Tho Prose of John H. Newman ( 3 1. Study of Tht Present Position
of Cotholica in England, the Apologia, Tho Ideo of o University, ond some
sermons. The origins and influence of the Oxford Movement. Influence of
Newman on the Catholic Literary Revival.
15 7 • The Poetry of Gorord Manley Hopkins (3 1. A study of the mature
poe try of Father Hopkins, with attention to its ploce in Catholic trodttton.
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159. The English Hovel ( 3 ). Brief contrast with the Short Story. Reoding and study of Defoe, Richardson Fielding, Scott, Austen Eliot Otckens
Thackeray, Emi y ond .Charlotte Bronte, Hardy, Mered1th, Co,;rad, ~nd Hen,Y
Jome~.

Present trends

1n

England ond America.

160. Greek and Latin Clauics in Tronalotion ( Lt. 160 ) ( 3 ). The Anc•e'1t Classics ond their influence on English wnters, e .pecially of the Classic
Aoe. Mythology, elements of ancient culture, orig•n of the severo! types in
poetry ond prose Contro~ts with Christian civihzotlon ond llteroture.
161, 162. Survey of World Ute roturo (3 hours each n mester ). Masterpieces which hove helped to shape our literary culture. Camporative study to
show their influence in English and American literature Two semesters.
163. Contemporary British and American Literature (3 ). Introduction
to recent trends in poetry, essoy, nove l, short story, and dramo

167. Latin and Greek Sources for English Longuogo a nd Lite rature ( 3 ).
Word derivations ond language structure; literary forms, os epic, lyric, etc.;
mythological ond historical backgrounds of English mo,terplc<:es; comparisons
and onctent, medieval, ond modern works in the three languages. Rec;ulred for
Eng .h majors.
171. American U~roturo- 1608 to 1860 (3 ).
172. American Literature- 1860 to the Present I 3 1. A survey of the
development o literature in the United States, includmg the poltticol, social,
ph11-lsophicol and religious influences.
181 , 182. Cotholic Uteroturo (3 ). A preliminary tudy of literary elements, in the light of Catholic principles. A brief survey of Cothohc world literature, with special emphasis on the modern Catholic Literary Revival. Extensive reading ond reports on modern fiction and poetry.
191 . Proc:tlcol Criticism- Poetry ( 3 ).
192. Proc:ticol Criticism- Prose ( 3 ). A brief survey of theories of
literary criticism. Practice in analys is ond appreciation of poems and prose
selections, of the contemporary and earlier periods.
193. Directed Writing (2 hours each semesterl.
194. Creative Writing ( 3 ) . Preliminary study in words, usc of se!"ses,
ond methods of effcetive writing. Progressive development of use of envtronment, human relationships, charact e r, mood, .~rso~alize_d e~pos•t.on, c~
tionolized Ideo, and other techniques. Weekly creot1ve dtary, ond the wnting of short stories.
196. Script Writing (2 ) .
197. Ploy Writing (2 ).
199. Special Study.

DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES
OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
The course~ in modern languages ore designed to attain the following
objectives:
1. A reading knowledge sufficient to fulfill lower-division requirements.
2. Acc~o~racy of expression, written and oral, through a functional mastery
of grommor ond pronunciation.
3 A knowledge and appreciation of the cultural background of the
language.

FRENCH
I . Elementary French (4 ). Coreful ond Intensive drill in pronunciation:
thorough grounding in the essentials of grommor. Drills in vocobulory; graded
reeding.

2. Elementary French ( 4 ). Continuation of French I. Intensive grammar study combmed with written ond orol practice. Further insistence on pronunciation. Graded reodlng.
3 . Intermediate FNnch C3 ). Grommor review With special ottentton to
gallicisms. Short stories reod in clo:a ond used os basis for conversation ond
theme work. Frequent use of records.
4. Intermediate French (3 ). Continuation of French 3. Intensive practice In conversot1on based on texts read in doss ond colloterolly. Further inSistence on grommor ond syntax.
180, 181. Survey of French Litcroturo (3 hours ooch semester). A general survey of French literature from the early literary documents to the
eighteenth century; from the eighteenth century to ttwl present time. Two
semesters
ITALIAN

It 1. ConverJcltional Italian (2 ). This course Is offered occosionolly in
the Evening Division.
It 2. Conversotionol Ita lion (2 ) .
GERMAN
1. Elementary German (4 ). Ar1 intensive course In the rudiments of
grommor. Translation ond practice In basic conversational sentences.

2. Ele mentary German (4 ). Continuation of German I, with emphasis on
functional proficiency in the use of the language os o meons of c:ommunlcotion.
3. Intermediate German ( 3 ). An intensive course In current idiomatic
German. A thorough review of essential grommor designed to develop accuracy
ond proficiency in the use of the language.

4 . Intermediate German (3). A continuation of German 3. Extensive
reading of prepared illustrative texts. Scientific reading Included to meet needs
of class.
10. ScientiRcGerman (2 ),
180. Survey of German Uterotu,. (3 ). The chief chorocteristtcs of the
various epochs In German literature. A realistic ond sympathetic understondmg
of German thought ond culture through readings of the chief works of the more
important authors.
181 . Survoy of German Uterotu,. (3 ) , A continuation of Course 180.
A presentation of the significant movements in the 19th ond 20th Century.
RUSSIAN

I. Elementary Runion {4 ).
2 . Elementary Russian (4 ) .
3 . Intermediate RuSJian (3 ).
4.

Intermediate RuSJian {3 ).

10. Scientific Russian (2 ) .
!The obave courses ore offered Intermittently upon demand only.)
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SPANISH
. 1. Elementary Sponlah (4 ). A basic course in the essentials of grammar.
Rud1ments of pronunclot1on and syntax.

2. Elementary Spanish ( 4 ). A continuation of Spanish 1. Readings of
idiomatic Spon1~

cu~t

3. IJ'Itermecfiate Sponlsh ( 3 ). A thorough review of the essentials of
grammar. Closs and collateral shJdy of modem Spanish texts. Readings of
excerpts from current Spanish newspapers.
4. Intermediate Spanish (3). A continuation of Spanish 3. Functional
grammar analysis based on reading. Frequent use of Spanish records.
180, 181. Survey of Spanish Literatu re (3 hours each somolltor ). A general sYrvey of Spanish literature from tho eorly literary documents to the 18th
Ctntury; from tho 18th Century to the pre,.ent time. Two semesters.
MUSIC
Mus. 1. How to Usten to Music Creatively (2 ). A survey of the history
of music and ats archatecture: Music and the Donee; Music and Ceremony,
Mu~lc and Religion; Music of the Folk Donee Melody, harmony, and rhythm.
Mus. 2. Tho Art of Enjoying tho Orchestra in Action ( 2 ) . A study of the
orchestra's various choirs. Instrumentation. Historical background of the overture and its different typO$. Biography and general background of the com~r. "Absolute" versus programmatic content in the overture. The major
works of the d1fferent schools and forms of orchestra music.
Mu~. 3. Survey of Operas and Orotori~ (2 ). History of the opera. A
study of the different types of operos and arias The story behind the operas
A d.:toiled srudy of the outstanding compOsers and their best-known operas. A
survey of the history of the oratorio, and o study of the various schools.

Mus. 4 . Survey of tho Symphony, th e Sonoto, the Concerto (2 ). The
~tudy of the schematic outlme of o symphony, as o whole. Characteristics of
the four usual movements of the conventional type of symphony, as expressed
1n the best-known works of Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart, Haydn, Dvorak, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Tchoikovsky A detailed study of the outstanding
sonata and concertos

SPEECH
Administered by the Deportment of English language and Literature.

1. Essentials of Effective Speaking ( 2 ). A practical training in the
fundamentals of effective speaking: overcoming stage-fright, acquiring eo~e
and fluency, voice development and enrichment of tone quality, oud1ence ~M•
tudes, gesture and grace of posture. Outline and speech composition. Delivery
of speeches. Cr1ticlsm of delivered and recorded speeches. Radio speech.
2. Public Spea king for Business Men and Executives (2 ). Fundamentals
of parliamentary low, the formal platform speec~, t~e informal co~ference
room speech, the ofter-d1nner speech, executive thankang and pers~;~os1ve presentation, elements of salesmanship. Voice development and enrachment of
tone quality. The handling of demonstration equipment and visual aids. DirectiOn of group discu !lon.
3. Public Discussion and Debate (2 ). The theory of argumentation:
definition of term., outlining and stating th! propo~ition, Ideas, Judgments,
reo:10ning, evidence, proof, fallacies, probobil1ty, certatude, deduction, induction. Sources of evidence, hondlang of library and research moteriols. The
brief, the speech, the oud1ence. Practice of debate. Parliamentary procedure.
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S. Practical Oratory and Debating ( 1). IOpen to members of the Regis
Oebotmg ond Oratorical Society l Practice in formal debating before judges
ond audience. Practice in interpretative reading, Practice in extempore speaking. Practice in formal oratory. Practice in radio announcing end broodcosting.

6. Parliam entary Low Il l,
9, Radio Technique

(2 ) ,

10. Radio Writing and Announcing (2 ) ,
101. Phonetics, Pronunciation, and Vocabulary Building (21. Study of
phonetics os o basis for correct sound formatiOn, end standards of pronunciation. Procttcol and extensive exercises designed to enlarge the active vocobulory requi red in speech work.

lOS. Tho Teaching of Public Speaking (2 ). Pedogogicol principles in·
valved in the teaching of speech. Principles of criticism. The psychology of the
student speaker. Methods of Introducing active and interested student portici·
potion. Present tendencies in the teaching of speech. Speech curricular programs

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
The division of mathematics and science includes the departments of
biology, chemistry, mothemot1cs, and physics. The object of the division is
primarily professional, in that the greatest consideration is givtn to preparing
the science major for postgraduate work in one of the four departments mentioned. The courses con also be selected In o manner to fulf1ll oil ordinary
entrance requirements of professional schools.
The obJective of the division Is also cultural in thot it aims to give o
student on introduction to scientific thinking and to correct laboratory procedure and to st1mulote him to inquire further into the origin of the power
and beauty of nature. Some courses ore designed to this end especially for
the non-science major.
BIOLOGY

OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the courses offered by the Deportment of Biology is both
cultural ond professional. The student in general education is offered o surv_ey
of general principles, the contribution of biology to human welfare end d1s·
cussion of proct1col applications to human problems from selected areas of
biological science. The student '" o pre-medical or pre-dental program is offered o sequence of laboratory and lecture courses to adequately meet odmi~
sion requirements The student preparing for teoch1ng or advanced study '"
the biological sciences is offered intensive training in laboratory procedures
ond o sequence of courses covering the genetic, developmental, onotomicol end
physiological aspect of selected forms.
PREREQUISITES FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Bl I , S.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The concentra tion major consists of eighteen semester hours of upper
division courses to be chosen with the counsel of the student's adviser. In the
co~e of o Na tural Science Major, the selection of upper d1vision cours;es is
mtegroted w1th those of related departments 1n the Division of Natural Sc1ence
and Mathematics.
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I. General Biology (4 ). An introduction to the study of living matter.
The elements of morphology and physiology ore stressed and fundamental
viewpoints ore e.mphosized. The study of the properties of protoplasm, the
cell as on orgon•sm, the cell os the unit of structure In plant and animal organization is also included. Two lectures, two laboratory periods per week.
5. Generol Zoology ( 4 ). A d1SCU~10n of the morphological principles of
tho. Invertebrate body. The increase in complexity of the various systems is
traced from o comparative v1ewpoint in th~; lectures. In the laboratory on intenshre study is mode of type forms from the Coelenterates to the Chordates.
The value of tho structures as basal elements of invertebrate anatomy, the
principles of homology and adoptive rod10t1on ore stre~ed. Two lectures, two
laboratory period) per week. Prerequisite: Bl 1.
101. Compa rative Vertebrate Anatomy (5 ). A study of type forms from
the protochordote to the mammalian inclusive. The value of the structures os
basal elements of vertebrate anatomy, tnc principles of homology, adoptive
radiation and chonge in the various groups ore elaborated in the lectures. In
the laboratory, emphasis is placed on the detailed dissection of the cot as on
1llustrot1ve mammal. Three lectures, two laboratory periods per week. Prerl'QUISites. Bl 1, 5 .
110. Ve rtebroto Embryology ( 5 I. A descriptive course in vertebrate
developmental anatomy. Various phases of development ore treated from o
cornporotive viewpoint in the lectures. Emphasis is placed upon chick development in the laboratory, w1th some studies of the pig embryo. Three lectures,
two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisl tes: Bl I, 5, I 0 I •

120. General Physiology I 5) • This course treats of the nature of the
Me-process, the phys1co ·chemocol factors in cellular metabolism, growth,
regeneration and morphogenetic forces. Th1:. course is of value to preprofesSIOnal students and those with o major in Biology. Three lectures, quiz, two
lobarotory periods per week Prerequisites. Bl 1, 5, 10 I.
121. Advanced General Physiology ( 5). Th1s course is complementary
to Bl. 120. The lectures ore o comparative treatment of the vital processes In
plant and animal systems with special emphasis on the processes in the animal
organism. In the laboratory, particular attention is given to the specialized
functions of lrritob1hty, motility, and cont-actility. Three lectures, two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites: Bl 1, 5, 101.
141. Genetics (3) • A lecture course on the known facts and theories of
heredity. Current research in the field of plant and animal breeding is reviewed. Lectures, three hours per week. Prerequisites: Bl I, 5.
143. Organic Evolution ( 3 ). A lecture course on the recent developments in expenmentol biology, hered1ty and evo.luti~n. A review of the evolutionary theories regordmg the method of evolut1on tS stressed. Lectures, three
hours per week. Prerequisites: 81 1, 5, 141.
151. Vertebrate Hi Ito logy ( 4 I. Th1$ course studies the morphol~y of
the cells ond tissues of selected forms Attention is directed to the part1C1f:?O·
hon of the fundamental tissues in the formation of organs and systems. Troming is offered In the preparation of t1ssues for m.ic:roscopic observation. Two
lectures, two laboratory periods per week. Prerequ1s1tes: Bl I, 5, I 0 I.
159. Conaultation Course. C<1ntent end cred1t to be arranged.
199. Special Study. Thesis.

CHEMISTRY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the courses offered by the Deportment of Chemistry Is
primarily profe~ionol rather than cultural. For this reason, exactness and core
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in loborotory technique, os well os strict attention to the mothemot•col development of theory, ts considered essenhol.
For the benefit of those students who wi~'- to prl'pOre themselves for
more odvonc:ed work in chemistry, e1th~r .n graduate ... hwl or m in:!ustry, the
deportment offers the degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. The curriculum leading to this degree embodtes oil COUI"! s suggestt'd by the American
Chemical Society. This Is to be considered os o professional degree, ond os
such, something quite distinct from the degree of Bochelor of Science, wherein
the student estobli~cs o f1eld of concentration 1n one of the noturol sciences.
For the benefit of premedical students, and for others who wtsh to obtain
o fairly strong background in chemistry before undertaking stud1es '" another
profession, the deportment offers o second curriculum -one which leods to
the degree of Bachelor of Science, with o major in Chemistry. Whtle the requirements of th1s degree do not demand such intensive work Ill chemistry os
do those for the professional degree, they ore, nevertheless, quite comparable
to the requirements for o maJOr in ony of the other noturol sc1encc:s
The Deportment w1ll recommend for entrance mto groduote, medical, or
other professional school only those students who shall hove maintained o
quality point overage in the chemistry courses token ot Regis of ot least 2.5
!C plus) .

The Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Degree
PREREQUISITES :
Adequate preparation in htgh school olgebro ond tngonomerry.
REQUIRED COURSES:
Lower D1vision:
Chem I, 2, 13, 14; Physics 1, 2.
Moth. 13 ond 14 or equivalent, 51, 52.
Upper Division:
Chem. 140-1-2-3; 130-1; 161-l; 144-5; ond six additional hours
of upper division mathematics and/or physics. No formal related
minor is required.
!Students interested in Biochemistry moy substitute on upper division course in Biology for three hours of the required courses 1n
upper division Mathematics or Physics. I
Note: Quolify.ng Exominot1ons ore required ot the beginning of the Junior
year of oil students seeking this Professional Degree. The examinations, both
written and oral, cover oil metter treated in General Inorganic and Anolyti:OI
Chemistry, os well os o basic knowledge of the History of Chemistry So~
foctory completion of these examinations is o requirement for continuance 1n
the program.

The Bachelor of Science Degree
PREREQUISITES FOR A CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Chem. I, 2, 13, 14; Moth. 13, or 11 and 31 , PhY$ics 1, 2
THE FIEL.O OF CONCENTRATION
The requirements foro major in Chemistry ore:
18 hours of upper division credit which mcludes Chem. 140-1,
142-3, ond either 135, or 130-1.
The rela ted minor must consist of ot least I 2 hours of upper division
work in physics, biology, or mathematics.
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I, 2 . General Inorganic Chemistry (4 H m. hrs. each scm. ). Three leeturn on.. three hour loborotory A study of the fundamental lows a nd theories
of chem1stry, woth o thorough Investigation of the properties and reoct1ons of
lnorgon1c compounds With regard to the periodic table.
Note: Prior to 1954-55 the colculotlons proper to gene ra l chemistry
llfhk:h ore now included 1n the courses giv('n above, we re treoted In courses 7
ood 8 lone hour eoch semester), which were required to be t oken concu rrently with Chern. I, 2 14 hrs. each semester). Also prior to 1954-55 Quohtohve Analysis was treoted 1n Ch. 2, in two lectures and two three-hou r loboratory periods per week for 4 hrs. of credit .
13. Allalyticol Chemistry (4 ) . Two lectures, two three-hour loborohlrics. A stuJy o ch micol equilibrium and the theory and pract ice of quolit~hvo analysis. Trooning in fundamental techniques ond procedures of analySIS. Prcrequ1sot Mt II or 13; Ch. 2 with grade of Cor better.

. 14. Quantitative Analysis (4). Two lectu res, two three- hou r laboratory
Intensive •!udy ond trolnmg in volume tric and gravi met ric techniques
ond pn....~dures w1th emphasis on theoretical considerations. Prerequisite:
Ch. l3 . IThoscourscwos form<rlyCh. 15.1
penod

80. Techniqun of Scientific Glassblowing (2 1. Two Laboratory periods.
An introduction to the mon1pulotion of gloss; useful for industry o r fo r research.

116. AdYonced Analytical Chemistry I 3 ) . Two lectures, o minimum of
four hours labora tory. Consid rollon of more advanced principles of analysis.
lsolohon and quantitative determination of unknowns. Int roduc tion to instrumental methods of analysis. Prerequisite: Advanced Standing.
130, 131. Phy&icol Chemistry (4 hrs. each semester!. Th ree lectures,
one f"'Ur-hour Ichor tory perood. Qoontitot1ve study of the bosic lows of chemittl'ji The notur.J -· the various states of matter, thermodynamics, reaction
IUnetocs, electrochemistry, ond molecular and atomic structure. Prerequisite;
Ph. 2, Mt 52, and credit or registration inCh 14.
13 5. Pre-medical Physical Chemistry ( 3 ) . Three lectures. Su rvey of
physic I chemistry with emphasis on subjects of interest to pre- medlcol students Prerequisite : Credit or registration in Ph. 2 and Ch. 14.
140, 141. Organic Chemistry ( 3 hours each semester) . Lectu res ond
rtcitotions treating the properties of the Important classes o f oliphot lc a nd
oromctic compounds, and the devE-lopment of fundamental theories. Prerequ islle: Ch 2 with a gr.,de of C or better. Co-requisite· Ch. 142 and 143.

142, 143. Organic Chemistry l.Gborotory C2 hours each semestcrl. Two
thrc---hour laboratory period Loboro tory exNcises to accompany Ch 140 and
141 The preparation and pu rification of carbon compounds and. the study ~f
th,.lr characteristic properties. Int roduction to Organic Qualita tive Anolys1s.
144. Qualitative Organic Analysis ( 3 ) . One lecture, o minimum of six
hours loborotory. Th• classification and iden tification of selected organic compounds and mixtures. Prerequisite: Cred1t in Ch. 143.

145. Organic Preparation• I 1- 4 ). One hou r conference, o minimum of
six hours laboratory, The preparation of selected organic compounds. Prerequl~ite· Reglstrotl '" in Ch. 143 Credit and hours to be arranged.
148. SurYey of Organic Chemistry ( 4 ). Three lectures, one three- hou r
laboratory. A one- "'mester survey of Organic Chemistry for. pre-med1col C?r
pre-dental students. Not applicable towards o major In chemistry. Prerequisi te: Ch. I, 2 .
161-2. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry <.2 hrs. eo_ch . semcst~r) • Two
lectures. A study of the families of elements on the perood1c tab le~ .nu.cleor,
atomic, and molecular structure; coordination compounds. Prerequ1s1te. Ad 'Vonced standing.
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16S. Inorganic: Preparations (3 I. One hour conference, six hours loboratory. Loborotory synthesis of morgonic compounds. Prerequisites. Senior
standing, credit or reo•strotion in Ch. 161.
190. Special Topic:a in (o ) Inorganic: Chemistry, (b ) OrgonJc: Chemistry,
(c: ) Analytical Chemistry, (d ) Phpicol Chemistry. Prerequisite: Consent of
the Deportment. Content ond credit to be arranged.
199. Senior The1is. Moy be required, ot the discretion of the Individual
d irector, instead of the Comprehensive Oral Examination.
240. Advanced Organic Chemistry (2 ) . A discussion of selected topics
adopted to the needs of post-groduote students. Qualified undergraduates admitted only on consent of the Deportment.

ENGINEERING DRAWING
(Administe red by the Deportment of Mothemotin)
1. Engineering Drowlng (3 hours ) . Lettering: orthographic project ion;
working-drawings; grophicol representations; isomet ric, oblique, and perspective projections; plates and tracings. Lectures and laboratory.

I 0 . Descriptive Geometry (3 ). Orthographic projection. Fundamental
auxiliary views. Point-Line-Plane problems. Revolution. Curved lines and
surfaces. Intersections and developments.
IS. ~rveying ond Mopping (4 ). Surveying computations, theory and
practiCe. Theory, use and adjustment of instruments. A study of land surveying, field astronomy, route surveys:ond topographic surveys.

16. Surveying and Mapping Problems (4 1. A continuation of the preceding. Offered on demand.

GEOLOGY
(Admlnlaterod by tho Department of Physics)

I. Physical Geology (4) . The earth os o planet; composition of Its minerals and rocks; erosion and sedimentation, meteorological agencies, Igneous
rocks, metamorphism, diast rophism, volcanoes end vulcanism, earthquakes,
history of mountains, lend forms. Lectures three hours o week, loborotory one
period o week, and field work.
2 . Historical Geology (3 ). Theories of the earth's origin, its age, the
st ratigraphical succession and evolution of life forms. Description of the PreCombrion times, rocks and economic deposits; Paleozoic, Mesoz:oic, and Cenoz:olc land distribution, oceans, continents, mountains, climate, life forms and
economic deposits. Evidences of Early Man, Theoretical questions, field trips.

MATHEMATICS
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The objective of the deportment is to oHer o complete cunlculum leading
to the concentration moja r In mathematics. The courses ore chosen to give
tho student the mothernotlcol background necessary in ony field of sc.ience.
Since the courses ore presented primarily for a very definite field and the
rnoln group for mothernot1cs majors, the quality of work demanded from oil
members of the class must be on o level with those for whom the class was
Intended.
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PREUQUISITIS FOR A CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Mathematics 11, 31, 40.
THE FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The concentration major in mothemotics consists of eighteen hours of
upper division work, including Mt. 153, 154, 156, ond 121. The related
courses of the field of concentration will be chosen with the counsel of the
concentration advisor

1. Intermediate Algebra (3). A course for those who cannot demonelementary proficiency in the fundamentals of high school olgebro. It
w1ll be offered In summer school each year. It is suggested that prospective
students orronge to toke on examination prior to registration for summer school
In the summer preceding entrance to the college. This will enable the student
to make up his deficiency before the foil term. The course includes the
longuoge of olgebro, factoring, fractions, graphical representation of functiOnal notation, linear equations In more than one vorloble, exponents and
radicals, quodrotic equations In one unknown.
st~te

11. College Algebra (3). This course presupposes o thorough knowledge
of Intermediate algebra. Content: logarithms, complex numbers, inequalities,
the theory of quadratic equations, progressions, binomial theorem, elementary
theory of equations, determinants, portio I fractions.
13 and 14. Fresh man Mathematlu (S hours ). Content: First semester,
three hours per week of trigonometry and two hours per week of college olgebro.
Second semester, three hours per week of onolytlc geometry ond two hours per
•eek of college algebra. Prerequisite: Consent of the mathematics deportment.
31. Plane Trigonometry ( 3 ). Trigonometric functions of acute angles,
the right triangle, logarithms, gonlomet ry, the oblique triangle, graphs of
trigonometric functions trigonometric equations, inverse trigonometric functions, the exponential s~rles. Prerequisite: Mt I 1 or Its equivalent.

40. Plane Analytic Geometry (3 ). The Cartesian plane, the straight line,
the circle, locus problems, transformation of coordinates, palor coordinates, tongents, conic sections, graphs of functions, curve fitting. Prerequisites: Mt II,
31.
51. Calculu.J I (4 ) . Functions, limits, differentiation of algebraic and
trigonometric functions w1th applicat ions to maximum and minimum problems,
rates; definite ond Indefinite integrals of olgebroic functions; applications of
the Integral.
52. Colculua II (4 ). Differentiation of inverse trigonometric function;
formal integration; approximate integration; partial differentiation; L'Hospitol
Rule; Infinite series.

121. Theory af Equations (3 ). Complex numbers, polynomials ond
their fundamental properties, solution by rodicals of cubic ond CIUC?rtlc ~uo
tions, the graph of on equation, derivatives, number of reol roots~ •solot1~ of
o root, solution of numerical equations, determinants, symmetnc funct1ons,
dlscrimlnonts. Prerequisite: Mt. 52.
123. lntrocfuctian to Higher Algebra ( 3 ) . Axiomatic treatment of basic
concepts of modem olgebro. Prerequisite: consent of the Inst ructor.
125. Theory of Numbers (3 ). Fundamental concepts in number theory.
Theory of congruences, Fermat's Theorem. Quadratic residues ond quadratiC
~proclty low. Prerequisite: consent of tho instructor.

130-131 . Vector Mechanic• (3 hours eoch semester). See Ph 120-121.
140. lntn>cfuctlan to Higher GeomeNy (3 ). An Introduction to the concepts of prolectlve geometry ond 0 logical extension of the moterlol covered In
Mt 40. Prerequisite: Mt 40.
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153. Differential Equations ( 3 ). Origin of d1ffcren11ol equohons; solution of ord1nory linear differential equations 1n ~o variables, ond solutions of
equatiOns of higher order ond of higher degree 1n two vorioblrs; applications
to geometry ond science Prerequisite: Mt 52.
154. Advanced Calculus (3 ). Limits ond cont1nuity, functions of several
variables, partial derivatives, ond geometnc applications, dcfm1te Integrals,
multiple integrals, line integrals, surface ond space integrals. Prerequisite:
Mt. 52.
155. Advanced Differential Equations (3 hours ). Linear Equations of
the second order; solutions of equations by use of infimte series; applications
from other fields of mathematics ond physics; solution of particular equations.
Prerequisite: Mt. 153
156. Limits ond Series ( 3 ) . Sequences, series, hm1U, continu1ty, converging ond diverging sequences, 1nfmite series, double series, power series,
applica tions of power series, improper Integrals, evaluation of improper int egrals, Gamma functions. Prerequisite: Mt. 154.
I 59. Introduction to Applied Mathematics ( 3 ). A problem course concerned with applications of differential equations. A study of tho special functions arising os solutions of second order differential equations. Prerequisite:
Mt. 153.
170. Introduction to Statistics (3). The closslcol mathematical theory of
probability, including bosic concepts of probability, permutations, combinations, expected values, ond the binomial, Poisson, ond normal distributions.
Prerequisites: Mt. 52.

199. Special Study (Credit to be arrang ed ).

PHYSICS
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
While the objective of the physics deportment is to prepare the student
for postgraduate work in physics, yet no physics mojor is actually conferred.
Instead, we recommend that the student who prepares for postgraduate work
in physics should major in mathematics while ot Regis ond toke only the
fundamental courses of physics which, like the mathematics, ore the common
requirement for ony field of physics In which he moy loter choose to specialize.
A MINOR IS OFFERED IH PHYSICS
I , 2. General Physics (4 hours each semester). Lectures and experimental demonstration in Mechanics, Sound, Light, Heot, Magnetism and Electricity. Prescribed for pre-medical students. Must be preceded or occomponied by o course in plane trigonometry. 3 hours, I laboratory period weekly.
Two semesters.
103. Heot ond The rmodynamics (3 ). Temperature, thermodynamic systems,. work, heot, id~l. goses, Comot cycle, entropy, the second low, ~e
verslbllity ond irrcvers1b11ity, proj)f'rtif's of pure substances thl' steam engme
ond the refrigerator.
'

11 0. Magnetism ond Electricity ( 3) Magnets ond magnetic fields,
electrostatics, potential, capacity, dielect rics." Prerequisite : Mt 52 to be token
ot least concurrently.
Ill, 117. Advanced Electrical Measurements (2 ). A laboratory course
.
mtended to accompany ond supplement Ph 11 0, 116.

112, 113. Elementary Electronics (3) (3 hou rs OGch semester). Fundoment.ols of vacuum tubes ond elementary electron c1rcuit analyses with emphasis on the use of elect ronics os o tool in research ond in Industry. Prerequisites: Ph. I, 2, Mt 52.
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114, 11 S. Electronlu Lob ( 1). A laboratory course designed to occomponyPh I 12, I 13.
116. Alternating Currant Circuita (3 ) . A continuation of course 11 0.
Alternating current meowrements, steady and varying A.C. circuits and electromagnetic wov~ and oscillations ore studied mainly from the mathematical
vie....ooint.
120, 121 . Analytical Mechanics ($toties ond Dynamics ) (3 hours eoch
•mHterl. A study of the elementary concepts of vector analysis wi th opplicot~ to mechonto. The course toke$ up the Newtonian concepts of velocity
occelerotion, position, momentum, inert1o, various moments, etc., using th;
vector notot1on wherever p racticable. Pre requisite: Mt 5 I.
I 30. Physical ond Geometrical Optica ( 3 ). Study of wove motion,
Huygens' Principle, lenses, light sources, the eye and optical Inst rumen ts, d isPI!I'SIOn, .nterference, diffraction, palorlzed light, double refraction, origin of
the~ro.

131 . Advanced Optical Measurements ( 1 I . A laboratory course to occomoony Ph I 30.

180. Introduction to Atomic PhysiCI (3 ). A study of the finding of the
elementary charged particles, electromagnetic radiation, waves and particles,
the Hydrogen atom, atomic spectra, natural radioactivity, disintegration of
nuclei, atomic energy. Prerequisite: Ph I, 2.
181. Introduction to Nuclear Physics ( 3 ) . A study of natural rodio ochvlty, radiation measurement technique, artificial radioactivi ty theory of
nuclear radiations, nuclear fission and chain reactions, radiation t racer technique.

182, 183. Atomic: Physics Lohorotory
company Ph 180 and I 81 .

(1 ) •

A laboratory course to ac-

SCIENCE SURVEY COURSES
Survey courses In sc.ence hove been designed for students who o re not
mo,aring in science ond for science majors in the physical or life sciences who
may wish to know something about the sciences other than their own fie)ds.
Emphasis is laid on the power of the scientific method os o tool of leorn1ng,
and the effects these theoretical results con hove on our philosophy o f life.
I 0. Survey of Physico I Sciences ( 3 I . A non-ma thematical course for
non-science majors. The theories and lows of more general lmpartonce from
astronomy, physics, chemistry, and geology ore studied _h istorically and developed according to the scientific method of proving theones. Only those na tural
llhenomeno ore token which ore needed in developing the theories. Demonstrohon fee of $2.50.
1S. Survey of Life Science ( 3 ) . A survey of general principles, cont ribution of biology to human welfare, discussion of proctico.l problems ond epochs
•n the development of the biological sciences. EmphaSIS Is placed upan. the
Physiological, behavioristic and sociological paints of view. The course IS of
suppositional value to philosophy and psychology. Demonstration fee of $2.50.

DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
OBJECTIVE OF THE DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY,
RELIGION, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The compass of the Division is both extensive, as regards the number of
Departments and Intensive Insofar os the various Departments o re lo rge!y
concerned wlth Mon. The :X,jective of tho Division is to clarify the student s
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notions obout the noture of mon ond obout men's obility to ottoln truth, os
well os to Import o deeper knowledge of human behavior. As on old to this
understanding of mon, the various Departments present to the student the
picture of mon in his post ond present environment, thus leading the student
to o deeper reollzotion of how mon attempted to solve his problems in the post
end how, in the light of post mistakes ond accomplishments, rnon should try
to meet the problems of the present. Furthermore, the Division proposes to give
the student vocotlonol training in the methods of transmitting knowledge to
others. Finally, ond most important, the Division is concerned with o systematic
cloriflcotion of men's relation to God through the presentation of Catholic
dogmo end Christian fa ith and morality os o guide to useful leadership of others
and os o directive in the Individual's activities os o son of God.

EDUCATION
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT

The purpose of the Education Deportment is to provide preparation ond
training for those who pion to teoch in elementary ond secondary schools.
The courses ore designed to give prospective teachers principles of education
based on the Christian philosophy of life. Special attention is also given to
acquisition of o knowledge of effective methods of teaching ond to fulfillment
of the requirements of university end accrediting agencies.
A MINOR IN EDUCATION IS OFFERED: Prerequisites, Ed 11, Ed 40.
TEACHER TRAINING CERTIFICATION

The following requirements must be met :
1. Student must toke 20 hours in Education, including Ed. 11, 40, 148,
151, 156 ond additional upper division courses to fill out the total
of 20 hours.
2. Transfer students must toke Ed. 156 and 6 additional upper division
hours in Education ot Regis.
3. All students must toke Ed. 156 ot Regis- no transfer of course or
training or experience will be accepted in lieu of Ed. 156.
4 . Requirements fo r Ed. 156- Senior standing ond 12 hours of education including Ed. 148, 151 .
1 1. lntrodudion to Educotion (3 ). A survey of educotionol theory, Institutions, ond practice from the developmental approach. The fundamental
philosophical principles of education end o critical evoluotlon of the objectives
end trends In modem education. Teocher in-service education, community
relations, school organization, practices, end finonciol support.
40. Educational Psychology ( 3 ) • A study of the fundamental princi~les
of the Ieeming processes ond o practical application of these principles, lo'l?ng
stress upon the factors ond lows which will old in the presentation of subJect
metter ond facilitate the acquisition of knowledge.
123. Introduction to Psychology of Personality (3 ). Ps 123.
132. Principles of Counseling ond Guidanu (3 ). A study of the meanIngs, concepts ond principles of guldonce. The role of the educator In guidance; representative guidance practices; Individual counseling; the cllnicol approach to student problems; directing choices of education in the school ond
vocation In life.
134. Tests and Measurement (3 ). A survey of the testing movement
ond standardized tests in current use; o study of the merits ond limitations of

inttlligtnce, ochle-vc:ment, prognostic ond diagnostic tests; thetr administration
'
scorng tobulot1on ond Interpretation; con~truction of achievement tests.
135. Child Psychology (3 ). Ps 135.
137. Psychology of Adolesunu

(3).

Ps 137.

139. Differential Psychology (3 ). Ps 139.
140. High School Administ1'Gtion 13). A study of the fundomentols of
schc.v management, objectives, organization, ond the procedure in the adminIstration and supervision of secondary schools; the relationship of superintendent, principal, teochcrs, parents ond students; certification of teachers;
rating of teochers ond teacher's efficiency; standardizing agencies; school
fmances, construction and equipment.
141. Social Psychol09y ( 3 ). Ps I 41.
143. Mctntal Hygiene (3). Ps 143.
145. School ond Commun ity Health Education ( 3 ). Methods ond materials for the estobl1:.hment and conservat ion of sound mt"ntol ond physical
health practices In the school ond community; contribution:. of the student,
teochers, school and community in this program; units dealing with narcotics
and alcohol.
147. Curriculu m DeYelopmcnt (3). A study of the basic principles for
curriculum construction and development An opproisol of modern techniques
onJ trends of curriculum development
148. Methocb In Elementary School Instruction ( 3 ). A general course
giving on overview of elementary education, Including o study of classroom
Ptoeedures, diSCipline, measurement oids, student porticlpotlon, etc.
149, Special Mothod• of Tea ching in Elementary School• (1-3 ). The
practical ospects of teaching the soclol studies, longuoge orts, arithmetic, spelling, etc., in the elementary grades. Prerequisite : Ed 148.
149A -Teochlng of Art.
14955 - Teaching of Social Studies.
149Ar- Teaching of Arithmetic.
149Mu - Teach1ng of Music.
149Re- Teaching of Reading.
149RI- Teochlng of Religion.
149Pe- Teaching of Physical Education.
151 . Methoda of Teaching in Secondary Schools ( 3 ). General met~
in classroom management; motivation of leami~, study, ond performance,
methods of effective disciplmory action; the oss1gnment ond the dlrecti~ o!
!earning; skillful questioning; programs of directed study; problem-solvmg,
wlection of textbooks ond classroom opporotus.
152. Special Methods of Teach ing In Secondary Schools ( 1- 3 ) •. The
Proctlcol aspects of teaching dealing with the selection ond orgoni:z:ot1on OJ
the content of courses usually offered In secondary ~hools; the psychology on
special methods Involved In teaching t hem. Prerequ1slte: Ed 151.
152CS- Teaching of Commercial Subjects.
152En - Teaching of English.
15255- Teaching of Social Studies.
152L- Teochlng of Languages.
152Sc- Teaching of Science.
152Mt - Teaching of Mothemotlcs.
152RI- Teaching of Religion.
152Pe- Teaching of Physico I Education.
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1 S6S. 1 S6E. Observation ond Practice Teoching !Credit to be orronged).
The student IS engaged in observing teaching methods and proctice teaching in
on elementary or occred1ted high school under the supervision of o critic
teacher; lesson plans and required written reports; conference with critic
teacher and college faculty supervisor. Prerequisite: Ed 151 and Dept. approval.
160. Audio- Visual Teaching Aid• (3 ). A survey of audio-visual materials and their use in the classroom; operation and administration of audiovisual equ.pment; evaluation at studies in the field.
170. Educational Statistics ( 3 ). The fundamentals ot statistical methods in use 1n education; techniques used in collecting data; organization, computation, and interpretation of doto; frequency distributiOn; measures of central tendency and dispersion; coefficient of correlation and reliability.

HISTORY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the courses in history is to help the student to become
familiar with the manner in which man has met ond coped with social, economic, religious, and pol1ticol problems in the post. Familiarity w1th man's
problems in the post as well as the attempts he has mode to solve these problems should help prepare the student to toke his place in his own world with
o better understanding of human nature. It should also help him to obtain o
better understanding of the problems which confront man in the present age.
PREREQUISITES FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR
Hs 13, 14, 32, 33.
Approval of the Deportment is required for tho$e who hove not hod Hs 32
and 33 and who wish to toke upper division courses in the history of the United
States.
FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
For a major in history o total of eighteen semester hours of upper division
courses will be requ~red. This work should be supported by twelve semester
hours in o related field which should be chosen with tho advice of the concentration adviser.
1. Internat ional Relations (3 ). Consideration of fundamental international problems. lntemotionol low, diplomacy, and morality; American and
European diplomatic history and foreign policies· role ot the responsible citizen
in world affairs.
'

2 . Am eric:o n Governm ent ( 3 ). A study of the constitutional and political
system of the U S Constitutional origins and foundations; federalism and
mterlevel relations and trends; citizenship; civ1l rights; the instrumentalities of
popular control; orgonizotion, functions services and administration of the
notional government
'
'
13. Svrvey of Westem Civili:.ration (3 ) A survey course destgned to
acquaint the student with the roots of Weste:O Civilization. For the sake of
completeness the student reviews the history of the earliest civilizations; studies
the contributions of the Greeks and Romans· and covers the period of the
'
Middle Ages down to the Reformation.
14. Survey of Western Civili zation ( 3 J. A continuation of Hs 13. StartIng with the Reformation, the student becomes acquainted with the evolution
of M.odem Europe from the period of the Relig1ous Wars, and the Age of Absolutism through the Enlightenment the French Revolution and the Nineteenth
Century to the antecedents of World War I.
'
32. History of th o United States to 1865 (3 ) . A survey course covering
the roots of Am~ricon civilization, the discovery and exploration of the New
World, the colonization of North America, the struggle for independence, the
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ntobl•shment of not•onol gOVi;rnment, territorial expansion, sectionalism ond
the slav •ry disputes, ond the Civil War
33. History of th e United Stotn Since 1865 (3 I. A continuation of
Hs 32 The g~th of Americ.a since the Civil Wor Reconstruction, capitol
and lol.ur, populist ~ volt, the sch•er c~:oode, the American Empire, ~iol lcgislctcon, cntervent•on en Europe; prospercty, depression ond the New Deal· World
War II
'
'
120. History of the Catholic Church in the United States (3 ). A study
of the bco•nnings of the Catholic Church in the United States; the problems of
dtl<elopment In o hcntile environment; early struggles against forces Internal
ond external; emergence Into the oge of maturity os o respected Institution in
American life of todoy
130. Colonial America ( 3 I. The European background for colonization.
The hl~tory of the Spanish, French, British, ond Dutch colonies In North America; culture, government, trode and industry, influence of the frontier, rivalry
of European powers, movements for mdepcndence, War of Independence, creotlon of o new government.
134. Constitutional History of t he Un ited States ( 3 ). The emergence
of the constitutionol syst<:m os embodied in the Con~titutlon. English and
colonial bockgi'OU'lds; the phclo..ophy of the Revolution; formation of the
Union; growth of democracy; development of notional authority; interstate
c:ornmtrce; and recent developments.

U7. Notional America, 1828-1865 (3). The Jacksonian Era, Manifest
Destiny, tariff q~t•ons, state's rights ond nullificotcon, internal improvements, the Mexican War, the slavery question, the f1ght over Kansas, election
of 1860, secession, political and military aspects of Civil Wor.
140. Emergence of Modern America , 1865-1900 ( 3 I. Polit•col ond
economic reconstruction after Civil War; big busines); labor; populism; free
s. rver, cnterstote commerct. 1mpercolism; civil service reform; humanitarianism;
Pan-Americanism; Spanish-American War.
141. History of American Politica l Parties and Elections <3.). The
electorate and public opinion· pressure groups; origin, nature, ond h•story of
parties; minor parties; party ~rgonizotion; nominations, notional conventions;
campaign methods, finance, and practices; conduct of elections

142. Diplomatic History of the United St ates (3 I. Origins ond development of American foreign policy from the Revolution to ,World ytor 1.1. lnde:
pendence, Isolation, freedom of the seos; Monroe Doctrcnc; As•otlc cnterests,
t~ Conbbeon; the Open Door and Pacific pollck~. World War I and the peace;
latin America; Isolation ond neutrality; Pearl Harbor ond the Un1ted States.
144. Tho West in American History (3 1. A study of the rise of the
West. Geographical factors of the westward movement;. settlement of the
trons-Appolochlon and Irons-Mississippi regions; fronti er fcnonce; t ronspaf'!oIIOn; society and culture; problems of governmental organization; stote-mokmg
On the frontier

145. History of Colora do (3). Background of Colorado History. Indian~;
Spenish, French, ond American explorations; fur traders and trappers; p,~fe~
Peck. gold rush; eorly m1n 1ng mo:thoc:ls and influence of mining; pioneer h ~
creation ond organization of Colorado Territory; movement for .statehood,
settlement of eostem ond western orcas; conservation and rcclomot•on; recent
Problems and tendencies.
147. For Eo stem Relations of tho United States ( 3 I • A study of !he
impact of the West on Eostem Asia. Chino under the Mon~hus; t~e. opencng
of Chino, the foreign Impact. The opening of Japan; Japan •n tdrons•tf~; n;e
COntest for Korea· Russo-Japanese war; imperioltsm, reform, on rev~ u •on n
Chino; the Chinc;e Republic; the progress of Chino ond Japan;. Russ•o in the
For Eost; Japan In Manchuria; the For East in World Wor II pcnod.
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148. America Since 1900 13 ) . The progressive movement; the American Empire; the new freedom, neutrality, World War I, Treoty of Versailles; the
Harding and Coolidge administrations; foreign affairs; prosperity, Hoover, and
depression; the New Deal; domestic and foreign policies of the New Deal; prelude to Pearl Harbor; World War II, politics, social trends, and Truman.
160. Medieval Civiliution (3 l. A study of the Middle Ages with speelol
reference to the characteristic medieval institutions, such os the Church, the
Empire, Monasticism, and Feudalism. Attention is also given to the study of
the unity of Christendom, the Crusades, the revival of commerce, the growth of
cities, and the rise of the notional monarchies.
163. The Re na issance (3 ) . A study of the status of Europe ot the down
of the modern oge; the Intellectual quickening with Its Influence in the fields
of art, architecture, pointing, sculpture, and literature; the troubled history of
the Church from Boniface VIII to Leo X.
166. The Prot estant Revolt (3 ). The causes of the disruption of the
religious unity of Europe; Luther, Colvin, Henry VIII and others ond their revolt
from Rome; the Church's renewal from within affected chiefly by the reforming
Popes and the Council of Trent with the help of the new religious orders.
168. 17th Century Europe (3 ) . A study of Europe In the period of adjustment to the chonges brought about by the Protestant Revolt. Special reference will be mode to the Thirty Years' War, the peace of Westphalia; the
ascendancy of France under Louis XIV; the emergence of Prussia and Russia;
British and French expansion overseas.
170. 18t h Century Europe ( 3 ). A study of the continuing struggle for
Empire; the France of Louis XV; the impact of a growing Prussia; the development of benevolent despotism; the Enlightenment and Its effect on religious
and social life.
172 . The Fre nch Revolution ond Napoleon (3 ). An inquiry Into the
causes of the French Revolution and the course of the history of France in the
period of that great upheaval. Further, the work of Napoleon and his influence on the history of France will be evaluated from his accession to power
to his downfall in 1815.
174. 19th Ce ntury Europe ( 3 ). The Congress of Vienna and the settlement it mode of the problems raised by Napoleon. The attempt to keep Europe
Conservative; the growth of Liberalism; the Revolutions of 1848; the birth of
Communism; the unification of Germany and Italy; the resurgence of Imperialism.
181 . Europe Since 1914 (3 ). To help towards o better understanding of
cu rrent problems this course is offered so the student con make on inquiry into
the causes of World War I; the Treaty of Versailles; the efforts of the various
European countries to adjust themselves to the changed circumstances brought
on by t he Wa r.
184. History of England (3 ) . The history of Great Britain from 1485
modem times. The cou rse Is offered to give the studen t the opportunity to
acquaint himself with the way of life of o people who exercised o great
influence on the history of the modem world.
to

_1 86. Constitutional History of England (3 ). A study of the origins of
const•tutlonol government in Engla nd from the Middle Ages to modem times;
t he medieval monarchy, Magno Carta; origins of porllomentory government;
t he const itutional crisis in the time of the Stuarts; the settlement of 1688 down
to modern times.

187. The History of Russia (3 ) . The History of Russia from the coming
of Rurik to the present, with special emphasis on the development of the Russian cultu re with o view to understanding Russia today. The Golden Horde; the
age of lvon the Terrible; Peter the Great and "Windows to the Baltic;" Russia
as o European power; the French invasion· Russia In the Nineteenth Century;
the Bolshevik Revolution; Stalinist Russia. '
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h

191. Historical Probl~ (2 ). An Introduction to the principles and
methods used In historical method. After having learned the basic procedure
~ the use of t:ools, the student will hove the opportunity to apply the princrpies by presenting o paper on some historical problem.

FRISHMAN ORIENTATION
32. Orientation of Mind (2). Required of oil Freshmen, this course aims
to lntiOduce th<t student to whot is expected of him os o college student. In
summary fashion It treots of the Ideo! of education methods of study the
importance of strolght thinking, the character of mon. '
'

PHILOSOPHY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The COUI'St:S In Philosophy servo os integrating courses In the different
fields of knowledge and acquaint the student with the organization of mental
life. They also stimulate the talent for speculative and practical thought ond
glvt Clt'l enlarged appreciation of the dignity of human nature. In the final
effect thty give to the student o philosophy of life which conforms with the
best traditions of Christian civilization.
PRER.EQUISITE FOR THE CONCENTRATION MAJOR PHILOSOPHY 20.
FIELD OF CONCENTRATION
The Concentration Mojor in Philosophy coils for I 8 hours of upper division
credit, Including Phi10$0phy I 14 and Philosophy I I 5. There must olso be
ll.elve hours in upper division work in related courses which will be chosen with
the odvic:f' of the c:onccntrotton adviser.
. . 20. Introduction to Philosophy ( 3). A brief historical sketch of the
ong11\$ of philosophy. The distinction of Philosophy from the other knowledges.
The divisions of Philosophy. Survey of the major problems of metaphysics.
Required In oil unc!Prgroduote curricula. Pre requisite for oil upper division

courses.

111 . Survey of Metophysiu, Part I ( 3 ). Philosophy of Nature ond Mon.
This course, In combination with PI 1 I 2 alms o t furnishing for those not
majoring In Philosophy o comparatively b~ief coverage of the entire field of
Metaphysics, with emphosls on the questions ond problems that ore of greater
significance in o practical way. The hylemorphic Interpretation of reality, the
spiritvollty and Immortality of the human soul ond the freedom of the human
"''" receive particular stress.
112. Survey of Metophysica, Part II (3). Philosophy of Being, Cognition
ond God. A continuation of PI 1 1 1. Comporotlvely brief treatment I~ ~iven to
the fundamental principles of metaphysics, the theory of human cogmtton, ond
the existence and attributes of God os known from human reason. Emphasis
Is Placed throughout on questions of more procticol oppllcotlon. Prerequisite:

Ill.

114. Philosophy of Being ( 3 ). A course in the fundamental principles
of Metaphysics of Aristotle and St Thomas Aquinas. The problem of the one
ond the many and its solution by ~ct ond potency; the notion of Being and Its
0110logy; efficient and finol causality; the ten Predicaments; Substance and
Accident; Supposlt and Person.
115. Philosophy of Man (3 ). The principles of Met?physics os op~lied
the human composite Life ond immanent action; tho drvislons of life, t he
unity of man; the vorlo~ powers of the soul and their character; cognitiC?n:
stn$itive and intellectual· the process of ideogenesls; sense appetite ond wrll,
the habits. Prerequisite: '114.
to
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125. Generol Ethics I 3 ). The fundomentol principles governing the
voluntary oct. Nature of the moral oct; the distinction between moral good ond
moral evil; morol habits; natural ond positive morol low; conscience, rights and
duties. Prerequisite: I II ond I 12 or I 14 ond I 15.
126. Applied Ethics I 3 ). The application of the general principles of
Ethics to portlculor, individual, ond social rights ond obligations. The right to
property, life, honor; the rights and obligations of Domest1c Society; marriage
ond divorce; Civil Society, Its nature ond forms ond rights; Church and State;
International Relations. Prerequisite: 125.
140. Epistemology ( 3 ) . The theory of human cognition Legitimization
of human thought. Establishes the fact that the human mind is capable of
knowing reality. The chorocter of truth ond error; the nature and fact of
certitude; the value of human testimony; the criterion of truth.
151. Philosophy of Natu,. (3 ). The Metaphysics of corporeal being.
Motter and form ond the composition of essence In corporeal being; matter os
the principle of individuation; quantity, spoce and t ime; corporeal qualities and
the error of the mechanistic interpretation of material being; efficient ond final
causality in the material universe. Prerequisite: 114.
152. Tnts of St. Thomas (3 ). A special study of select texts from the
Summa Theologico of St. Thomas Aquinas, in the Philosophy of Man, Natural
Theology, ond Ethics, with emphasis on the original Latin In comparison with
the standard English translation. For students in Philosophy having Senior
standing. Credit in lotln llt 152) moy be given for this course with the
opprovol of the Latin Deportment.
1SS. Natural Theology I 3 ). The knowledge of God from pure reason.
Proof of the existence of God according to the "five ways" of St. Thomas
Aquinas; the attributes of God: simplicity, perfection, goodness, infinity, immutability, etemity, unity; chorocter of humon knowledge of God; the divine
knowledge and will; providence ond predestination. Prerequisite: 114.

162. History of Ancient Philowphy I 3 ) . Representatives of Greek Phila,ophy singled out for attention ore Socrates, Plato, Aristotle ond the Stoic and
Epicurean systems. Plotinus exemplifies the Alexandrian movement, and St.
Augustine the early Christian Philosophers. The course makes use of representative selections from the various philosOphers of antiquity.
163. Hi1tory of Modem Philosophy (3 ) . The outgrowth of modem
philosophy from the decline of medieval philosophy Is indicated. Based on
selections f rom thei r writings o critical estimate Is mode of the outstanding
philosophers of the modern period, such os Descartes, locke, Hume, Hegel,
Spinozo, Kant . Attent ion is given to the "living" thought of contemporary
philOSOphers. Relations between the various systems ore noted
199. Special Study. Thds.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(Administered by the Department af Education)
PE I 02, I 07, I I 0 plus 6 upper division semester hours required for o
minor.
1, 2 . Physical Education 11 hr. ooch semester). Lectures ond practical
work designed to Inculcate skills in sports, gymnastics and calisthenics. (Required of oil Freshmen.)
10. Introduction to Physico I Educatio n (2 ). Modem developments of
physical education in relation to general education; alms ond obJectives; history
of physical education; practical considerations, programs, physical plant, ond
personnel.
15. School Heolth Education 12 ). School procedures that contribute to
understanding, maintenance, ond improvement of health of pupils; procedures,
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processes, end techniques In developing ability of students to understand ond
guide his own health ond contnbute to health of his community.

.

101. Teaching of l_ndi_vi_dual Sports ( 2 ). A survey type of course
to cover oil the md1v1duol sports. Covers methods of teaching eoch
ond terminates eoch 5port with octuol porticipotion.
~ntctldcd

102. Fint Aid; Treatment and Prevention of Athletic Injuries ( 2 ) .
treatment for vorit">Us types of injuries; bondogfng, ..plintfng, control
of bleedong, tronsportotion, ond ort1ficiol respiration
Emergct~ty

103. Fundamental Principlos of Football Coaching (2 ). A theoretical
deolmo. w11h the methods of coaching, strategy, tactics, football systems,
trotnmg and doet, scouting, rules Interpretation, ond equipment.

~rs;e

104. Fundamental Pri nciples of Basketba ll Coaching !2 ). Methods of
coaching offense ond defense, styks of ploy, strategy, t raining ond die t, rules
interpretation, equipment.
105. Fundamen tal Principles of Baseball Coaching ( 2 ) . Me thods ond
fu. -1om nt• s of the .r10rt taught in conjunction with octuol participation in
vors.ty proctoces. Offered only in spring semester.
106. Fundamental Principles of Track and Field Coaching (2 ). How to
troon for track ond field events; form ond technique; conduct of meets;
constMtion, use, and assembling of equipment; development of certain types
of individuals for certain events.
107. Administration of Physical Educat ion ond Recreation

( 2 ).

Taught

on port10l seminar bosls with each student carrying out o project in the field.

Visot.ng lecturers from the communoty os ovoiloble in addition to Instructor's
lectures.

108. Methods in Physical Educa tion and Recreation (2 ). Taught on o
partial seminar bo\ls with each student carrying out on assigned project . VisitIng lecturer$ from the community whenever professional men ore ovoiloble.
109. Tests and Measu re ments in Physical Education ( 2 ). Study, Interpretation and practice in tests of strength, skill, endurance, ond achievement.
110. Principles ond Practices of Modem Education ( 2 ) . Development

of pro~ 1ple. for con~tructing end evoluotlng educotionolly sound programs.

PSYCHOLOGY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
Th, cwrse.. on Jnychology oim to give the student o knowledge of humon
mental behavior that will enable him better to understand the conduct. of
others and more wi·.ely direct h1s own. The sources, motives ond thcoretoc<;JI
~xplanotion of both normal ond obnormol activities ore studied by the scientific
method
A MINOR IS OFFERED IN PSYCHOLOGY
Prerequisite for upper division courses: Ps. 50, 51·

40. Educationa l Psychology ( 3 ) . (Some as Ed. 40.)
50, 51. General Psychology (3 hours each semester)· The nature of
orgonoc l1fe consclousne s the reflexes sensation, perception, Instincts, 0lf~
inotion, ott~ntion leoming retention,' intelligence, origin ond noture
t e
soul, the feeling; ond em~tlons, volition, motivation, Individua l differences,
fatigue, personality.
111. Development of Modem Psychology (3).
historical su~ey of th~
systems of psychology oncluding 0 considerotoon of omportont controbutors
the development of present doy psychology.

!'
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121. Psychology of Industrial Relations ( 3) . A course In applied
psychology. Science of human beings developed by on analysis of the mental
reactions of employer and employee in the field of business and industrial
relations. Deals with problems of personnel managers.
123. Introduction to Psychology of Personality (3 ) . Review and evaluation of current theories of personality, survey of elements in personality
development, structure and dynamics.
13 S. Child Psychology ( 3 ). A survey of the development of normal
children from birth to adolescence, maturation and t raining, leoming. lntelfectuol, moral, emotional and social development.
137. Psychology of Adolescence (3 ) . The subject matter of this course
is the physical and mental development of the normal adolescent. The need
of o sympathetic understanding of youth and its problems is consistently
stressed with the view of helping the adolescent to make the best use of his
specific powers and to attain to maturity, physical, intellectuol ond emotional.
139. Diffe rential Psychology ( 3 ) . A survey of the origin, norure, and
significance of individual and group differences.
141. Sociol Psychology (3 ). A study of sociol situations ond our mental
reactions to them. It investigates the processes by which man acquires from
experience those behavior characteristics constituting his social personality.
143 . Mento! Hygie ne (3 ). The practical science which srudies the
human personality in its mental deviations with o view to their prevention. It
presents attitudes, ideols ond principles to give stability In the conflicts of life.
145. Group Psychology (3 ) . Analysis of process in small groups, participative group action ond distributed leadership, role playing and its ploce In
the problem solving group, review of research in group dynamics.
149. Applied Psychology ( 3 ). The application of psychological principles, research and findings to problems of vocationa l selection and guidance,
work efficiency, morale, advertising, professional fields, occident prevention
ond other areas.
151 , 152. Abnormal Psychology (3 hours eoch semester) . The course
deals wi th abnormal types of behavior such as mental deficiency, psychoneuroses, psychoses, sleep, dreams, suggestion, hypnosis, the mental effects of
drugs. Various theories t hat attempt on explanation of such conditions ore
diGCussed. The viewpoint is always psychological, hence, the emphasis Is on
the causes of abnormalities and not on their cure or their prevention. Two
semesters.
157. Introduction to Clinical Psychology (3 ). Lecrures, demonstrations
and field trips designed to ocquoint the undergraduate student with the various
aspects of the field including theoretical consideration of methods of diagnosis
and principles of psychotherapy.

THEOLOGY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the Deportment of Theology is to provide the college man
with o systematic teoch ing of the dogmos of the Church and on orderly
explanation of Christian morality. It is hoped thus to equip the college groduote with such o degree of scientific religious knowledge os will enable him to
be not only a leoder omong Catholics, but even o loy apostle in the midst of
those non-Catholics with whom his lot will necessarily be cost.
3 . The Ufe of Christ (2 ) . A study of the life of Christ bosed on the fou r
gospels. The course emphasizes the Histo rical Christ, the human narure of
Christ and His divinity, His miracles, the foundation of His Church. His teachings, ond His relation with His contemporaries. The course also applies the
teachings of Christ to present-day morol ond social problems.

h

10. Apologetlu 121 . This course is based on reason ond history. Reason
ittfotms us thot God exists. History, supported by reason, informs us that this
~ become rnon, ond ~de o revelation. H1story, likewise, informs us thot
th1s God-man, Jesus Chnst, proved the truth of h1s revelations by works coiled
miracles; that He founded o Church which Is In the world today· that oil men
therefore, if they use their reason, will becoma members of this' Church
'

20. Gtoce ond the Sacraments ( 2 ). This course is designed to give the
stud«<t o cleor Ideo ot the m.~ning of the Sacraments In general os means of
gtOCe which Christ inshMed. Whot grace IS end Its necessity for solvation is
llbwise treated After this follows o detailed exposition of eoch of the Seven
Sacraments end their bearing on the supemoturol life of the Christian from
eorli!!$t Infancy to deeth. The Christian's life Is supemoturol; grace Is Its
ponciple; ond the Sacrament• ore the ordinary channels of grace; hence, the
tmpottonce of this course to the religious life of the Catholic student

40. Modem Cothalic: Problems (2 ). Discussion of the modem problems
v.hlch confront Catholics In the modem day.
91. Christlon Morolity ( 2 ). The purpose of this course is to confront
and to solve the ordinary religious difficulties thot orlse in every Christian's
l•f•. This course rnokes full use of divine revelation ond endeavors to set down
111 ~toil the exact degree of evil Involved in tho violation of man's duties.
130. Theology for the Layma n, Port I (2). A study of the major
dogmos of the Catholic Folth hovlng os its purpose the development of Intellectual understanding of the content of revealed fact through the application of
philosophical principles. This first port considers the role of human reason in
the understanding of dogma, the oneness ond attributes of God, the Trinity, the
creation of angels and men end the foil of man ond original sin. Credit in
Philosophy moy be given for this course with the approval of the Philosophy
Deportment.

131. TheolotJ for the Laymon, Port II (2 I. A contin';'Otion o_f Th 130,
though the previous courso Is not requitf'd os o prerequ1s1te. Phllosophtcol
principles ore applied to on understanding of the mysteries of the lncomatlon,
the Redemption ond the grace of Christ. The Life of Groce ond the life after
death ore considered os also the character and function of Christ's Church in
the economy of mor:•s solvation end perfection. Credit In Philosophy moy be
given for this course with the approval of the Philosophy Deportment.
14S. Catholic: Marriage (2 ). A course presenting the ~tholic doctrine
on the married state· the Church's port In determining morality; Morrloge os
o Sacrament; the re;pective powers of Church ond State ov~r marriage; pre:
nUptial morality; pre-nuptial requirements; general preporot1on for morrio9e,
the rights and duties of the married couple; divorce, birth control, end ol11ed
enemies of rnorrioge.

SOCIOLOGY
OBJECTIVE OF THE DEPARTMENT
The purpose of the Deportment of Sociology is to provide instruction ~r
the analysis and comprehension of society ond Its problems. It studies SOCI91
relationships not only as they ore but os ~hey should be In t~e _light of mo!"' 5
noture. Sociology bears within Itself its own liberal humon1st1C Justlffc~tlo~
inasmuch as it studies monos o social being. It likewise hos proctlcolh~ 1 etod
volue in thot it gives us 0 clearer comprehension of humon r~lotlons 1 Pff~~
of the forces at
In the social process thus enabling us to direct ~r/ fl 01•1
more effectively for the improvement of the social order. It has .certo n e
e
10
oppllcotlons in such fields os social service, low, cr~n:'e preven~ t co~~:~!7~~
llersannel work, ond public odmlnlstrotlon. PrerequiSites or t e one
Major: Soc. I, 2.
1. Social Problema (3). An introduction to the science of soci~l.ogy
through o consideration of the most important social problems. The definitiOn:
purpose, field ond divisions of sociology; nature of mon ond the postulates,

wo'*

1

T
opprooches to sociology; sociol groups; social processes; products of social
processes. This survey problem course then considers sndustry, working conditions, wages, unionism, industrial co-operation, risks, unemployment; poverty,
relief, crime, delinquency, eugenics, sterllizotlon, mental disease, etc. Analysis
of the problems will be sociological, inquiring into the defimllon, extent,
causes, effects and possible solutions for each problem discussed.
2 . Principles of Sociology ( 3 ). An introduction to the basic concepts of
sociology and sociologicol analysis. Study of social processes, social control
and culture, ond ono!ysis of the dynamics and structure of soc.ety, especially
through o consideration of the influence of sex differentiation ond family life
upon society.
100. A System of Sociology (3 ). This course gives o system of sociology
os o generalizing science of social systems, culture systems, and personality
in their inseparable interdependent relationships. In its structural port it
analyzes the structure of social groups and institutions, of culture, and of
personality. In its dynamic port It studies the basic social, culturol, ond personality processes, their types, lnterre!otionshlp, temporal, spotiol ond cousol
uniformities. The what, how, and why to the chief structural and dynamic
problems of sociology.
1 06. Restoration of Socia l Order ( 3 ) • A presentation and discussion of
the bosic principles for o solution of the socio-economic problems regarding
labor and capitol, os presented in the popo! letters Rerum Novorum ond
Quadragosi mo Anno, with special application to the American scene.
109. Juvenile De linque ncy (3 ) . Study of delinquency causation; home,
school, ond ploy maladjustments; institutional core, placement; preventive programs and agencies of prevention.
11 0. Criminology ( 3 ). Criminals in their reloteon to society. Cost of
crime. Factors conditioning criminal behavior. Treatment of criminals, punishments, probation, parole, penal institutions.
111. History of Social and Sociological Thought (3). A review of the
history of social and sociological thought through the ages. Emphasis on outstanding social thinkers and their influence on contemporary schools. Influence
of various sociol theories on social organizations.
115. Current Socio- Economic Problems (3 ). A study of both general
a nd special problems of our times in their social, cultural, and ecol'lOmic setting.
121. Psychology of Industrial Rela tions ( 3 ). (Ps Ill ) A course in
opp!ed psychology. Science of human beings developed by on analysis of the
menta! reactions of employer and employee In the field of business ond
Industrial relations. Deals with problems of personnel monogers.
122. Methods in Social Research ( 3 ). An inquiry into the tools of the
social sciences. The techniques used in sociology to study and interpret group
b~hovior, such os case studies, questionnaires, and surveys. Opportunity Is
g•ven for application of these techniques in research projects of current interest.
124. Population and Race (3 ). Theory and dynamics of population
growth; population pressure; migration; composition ond differential fertility;
analysis of theories of optimum population· economic and social aspects of our
population.
'
125. General Ethics ( 3 ) • ( PL 125) The fundamental principle governing the voluntary oct. Nature of the moral oct; the distinction between moral
good and moral evil; moral habits; noturol and posi tive moral low; conscience,
rights ond duties.
126. Applied Ethics ( 3 ). ( PL 126) The application of the general
principles of Ethics to particular, individual, ond socio! rights and obligations.
The nght to property, fife, honor; the rights and obligations of Domestic Society;
marriage ond divorce; Civil Society, its nature and forms and rights; Church
ond State; International Re!otions. Prerequisite: 125.
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130. Minority. Group~ 13). Cultural ond ethnic minorities In the U.S ;
rhe ~'!' .lnfluenceng the.r reloteonships with the majority; the problems of
tht ITIInonhes. The problems of Inter-group work. Special emphasis on the
problems of minorities In the Rocky Mountain Region.

B 1. Tllo AM~ricon India n ( 3) . Anthropological background. History
of lndeon trebes. lnd•on arts end crofts. Relations of the Indians with the West
European Governments and with the Government of the United States.
'
132. Principles of Counseling and Guidance (3 ). (Ed 132) A study
of t~ meanings, concepts and principles of guidance. The role of the educator
in guidance; representative guidance practices; individual counselling; the
clinical approach to student problems; direct ing choices of education in the
school and vocotion In life.
134. Tun and Meosurement (3 ). (Ed 134) A survey of the testing
movtmtnt and standardized tests In current use· o study of the merits and
lill'lltahons of Intelligence, achievement, prognostic and diagnostic tests; their
odminlstrotion, scoring, tabulation and Interpretation; construction of achievement t~~
135. Child Psychology ( 3 ). (Ps 135) A survey of the development of
normal children from birth to adolescence, moturotion ond training, Ieeming.
Intellectual, mora l, emotional ond social development.
137. Psychology of Adolescence ( 3 ).

this

(Ps 137) The subject matter of

course is the physical and mental development of the normal adolescent.

~ riNd of o sympathetic understanding of youth and Its problems Is con-

~~~ttntly stressed with the view of helping the adolescent to make the best use
of his specific powers and to ottoin to maturity, physical, Intellectual and
emotional

139. Diff.rentiol Psychology (3 ). (Ps 139) A survey of the origin,
and significance of Individual ond group differences.

nan..~

140. labor Problems (3). ( Ec 140) The American labor force and Its
Productiveness Is surveyed. Need of o living wage and of healthy working
conditions Union organization and Its bargaining power under modem labor
low. Regulations of wages and hours. Union versus management claims; labor
discutes and their conclusions. Incentives which assure good relations. Labor's
security against old age, unemployment ond disability.
141 . Social Psychology ( 3 ). ( Ps 14 I ) A study of socio I situations and
our mental reactions to them. It Invest igates the processes by which mon
OCQulres from experience those behavior chorocteristics constituting h is social
personality.
142. History of the Labor Move ment (3). (Ec 1421 Guilds. Domestic
SV5t ms. Worker's place In England's Industrial revolution. Suppression of
trade-unions; factory lows In the nineteenth century. Employers' organizations
versus labor organizations. Status of woman, child, ond man before the courts.
l<n•ghts of Labor. AFL. CIO. New Oeol legisla tion. NLRB.
145. Group Psychology (3 ),

IPs 1451 Analysis of process In small

grouPS, portlclpotive group act ion a nd dist ributed leadership, role playing ~nd
its place in the problem solving group, review of research In group dynomecs.

1SO. Catholic Social Thought (3 ). A study of Catholic social thought
from tho Gospels down to the present . Special emphasis on t he writ ings of
Augustine, Thomas Aquinos, Bellormlne, Leo XIII, Plus XI, and Plus X II.

151, 152. Abnormal Psychology (3 hours each semester). IPs 151, 1521
Th-o course deals w th abnormal types of behavior such os mental deficiency,
PSvchoneui"OioeS, psychoses, sleep, dreams, suggestion, hypnosis, the mental
efftcts of drugs Various theories that attempt on explanat ion of such condi_hons or~ discussed. The viewpoint is always psycholog•col, hence, the emphases
the causes of abnormalities and not on their cure or their prevention. Two
semesters.

''on
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I S2SS. Special Methods of Teaching Social Studies ( 3 ). The practical
aspects of teaching, dealing with the selection ond organization of the content
of courses usually offered in secondary schools; the psychology ond special
methods involved in teaching them. Prerequisite: Ed 151.
1 SS. Cotholic Social Principles ( 3 ). An explonotion of Catholic social
principles in the light of American economic life. The rights ond duties of
Capitol, Labor, the State, the Church, in the contemporary circumstances of
the American social environment.
1 57. Introduction to Clinical Psychology ( 3 ). IPs 157 l Lectures,
demonstrations, ond field trips des,gned to ocquoint the undergraduate student
with the various aspects of the field including theoreticol consideration of
methods of diagnosis ond principles of psychotherapy.
160. Rural Sociology ( 3 ) . The American form today; trends in agriculture; form orgonizotions; the work of the Notional Catholic Rural Life Conference; the future of the family type form; sharecropping, commercial agriculture; form legislation.
1 61. Urba n Sociology ( 3 ). A survey of the metropolitan mosses in
terms of their notures, chief characteristics, dynamics, mutual interaction ond
generol formative influence upon individuals ond groups.
162. Cooperatives and Credit Unions ( 3 ). The history of credit unions
ond cooperatives in the U.S. ond Conodo. Techniques of orgonizotion.
Achievements. Analysis of the ploce of cooperatives in the American scene.
1 64. Communism (3 ) . A study of the communistic theory of the family,
the state, privote property, the relationship of the sexes, surplus value. The
coreers of Morx ond Lenin. Vorious communistic societies. World Revolution.
The encyclicol Divini Redemptoris.
165. Survey of Economic Systems ( 3 ). ( Ec. 165) A study of individualistic Capitalism with its tendency toward personal monopoly; modified
Capitalism; British Socialism; Fascism; ond Communism. Included ore discussions of the ideological roots (Atheism, Humanism, Religion, etc.) ond the historical origins of these various economic systems.
170. Introductory Statistics ( 3 ) • ( Ec. 170) Gathering, presentation,
ond onolysis of stotisticol information; tobles, graphs, ond chart presentation;
the frequency distribution ond measurement of its central tendency ond dispersion; the onolysis of time series ond the seasonal index.
171. Statistics (3 ). lEe. 171) A continuation of Ec. 170. Index numbers studied os to occurocy ond comporobility; speciol analysis of major business indexes now in use. Simple correlation is analyzed and exemplified;
multiple correlation; certoin forecasting procedures in business.
172. The Field of Sadal Work (3 ). This is a pre-professional introductory course on the beginning, development, ond present extent of professional socfol services. Human needs with which the socfol work profession is
concerned; the voluntary ond tox supported services for meeting these needs;
program description, principles of operation, legal foundations, flnonce. lncome-mointenance programs ond those designed to assist in personal ond
social adjustment.
173. Administration of Social Agencies (3 ). Basic principles of agency
organization; onalysis of the moln types of structures; management of agency
boo~ds ond committees; personnel policies and management; the executive ond
his Job; principles ond operation of budgeting and financing; use of administrative statistics, the volue of surveys for agency monogement; teom work.
I 80. Social Origins ( 3 ). A study of Primitive societies- the morginol
peoples; the postorols; the higher hunters. Property, morrioge, the family, the
plocc of women, ond other social problems.
182. Tho Family ( 3 ). A study of the sociologlcol Implications of the
.
d rffcrences of the sexes. After oscertoining the choroeteristic qualities of the
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sexes in the phY'ical, emohana11 Intellectual, and religious realms, after reVlt'liing the d1vergcnt theonos at causation of these differences, their significance '" soc:iol relollons is ossoycd. On the inst•tutionol level it is seen tho!
II1C pmnory soc:lologlcol imphcotions of the differences of the sexes •s the
monogcmk fomlly.
\U. Tlle American Family <3 1. A study of the contemporary American
lorn; •al pottems tracing the dl!•ntegration of the American family from lnstitutiOOOI statu\ to thot of tho componionote.
114. Tlle Family and Clviliso~an (3 ). The bosic social relations found
n the family with port1culor reference to Western culture. Changes in the
IOI!IIIy system of GrCt"Ce, Rome, and modem European culture. The pre~ent
CriSIS 10 family end civihzot•on in light of historical porollels.
190. lnternat lanal Social Problems (3). The greeter internat ional inter~ence '" our atomic age shows need for greeter intemotlonol social Integration, arganizotlon, end mutual defense. This course concentrates u pon the
unJCture, dynamiCS, OS tc,, defech, of the United Notions' Organization.
199. Special Study.
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JESUIT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
RIV. EDWARD B. ROONEY, SJ., Eucutive Director
48 East 84th Street, New York 28, N.Y.
Eugene Gollagher, S.J ., Regional Director
3700 W. Pine Boulevard, St. Louia 8, Mo.

AMERICAN JESU IT COLLEGES AND UNIVERS ITIES
Alobomo ................•..•.. Spring Hill College, Spring Hill
Colifomro ..........•.•.....••• Loyola University, Los Angeles
Sonto Cloro University, Sonto Cloro
Unlv. of Son Francisco, Son Francisco
Colorado ...•.................. Regis College, Denver
Connecticut . ...•...•.......... Fairfield University, Fairfield
District of Columbia ............. Georgetown University, Washington
Illinois ........ . .............. Loyola University, Chicago
Loolsiono ..................... Loyola University, New Orleans
Morylond •.................... Loyola College, Baltimore
Massachusetts •................ Boston College, Boston
Holy Cross College, Worcester
Michigan ....•................ University of Detroit, Detroit
Missouri ...................... Rockhurst College, Konsos City
Soint Louis University, St. Louis
Nebrosko ...............•...•. The Creighton University, Omoho
New Jersey .•................. St. Peter's College, Jersey City
New York ..................... Conisius College, Buffalo
Fordham Un iversity, Fordham, N. Y
LeMoyne College, Syrocu$e
Ohio •..... • .. . ........•.•.... John Corroll Universrty, Cleveland
The Xavier University, Cincrnnotl
Pennsylvania . .. ... ...• • ... • .... St. Joseph's College, Phrlodelphro
University of Scranton, Scranton
Washington . . . . .............. Goruogo University, Spokane
Seattle College, Seottle
West Virginia .........•........ Wheeling College, Wheeling
Wisconsin . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . .. Marquette University, Milwaukee
!Seminaries ond High Schools ore not included In this list)
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